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The inevitability of 'flange is perhaps one of the few things in our
Jives which remains constant. As an association which strives to
bring about changi) in teacher education. ATE takes great pride in
bringing this publication: Staff Development and Educational.
Change, to the educational community. Its careful organization and
inviting readability will be appreciated by educators as they work.
their way through the disorganiied piles,of dull materials coOering
their desks...

A practical book, it explores issues seldom touched upon, such as
inservice education for college fpculty and the relationship of adult
learning development and inservice teacher education. and provides
examples of the problems discussed..

The Association of Teacher Educators has long held that teacher
education is best, served by the combined efforts of the schools, the
colleges and universities, and the appropriate agencies. We believe
jhat th is publication successfully exhibits th results of such an ef-

rt.
ATE is most appreciative of the contributions of the many educe-

lors and administrators whose joint efforts brought this publication
intobeing. it is "must" reading for anyone concerned with the con-
tinuing education of teachers.

.. I. .*

I X

Robert J. Stevenson
....

Executive Secretary
Association of Teacher Educators
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The importance of staff development
.

has never been 0-strongly
supported as today. Both teacher educators in colleges and univer-
sities and teachers in schools need continually to update their
knowledge and skills. The tragedy/in American educatic,n is that, in
spite of the high interest in sisiff development, current efforts are
meager with trivial results in terms of the demands of the teachingmeager

., .
While limited resources can be blamed for much, of the ineffec-

tiveness in existing programs, a more fundamental reason could be ...

the lack of systemic consideration of all factors. involved, including.
the long-range goals of staff development, the behayiors of the
variety of people involved, the interface of existing organizational
structures. and1the mechanisms kr program panning and develop-
ment.ment. A .

In this volume the authors, from rich backgrounds of experience,
treat several aspects of stItf development 'programs that are often-.
overlooked: staff development as a vehicle fOr planned change, adult
development, staff development kir faculties of colleges and univer-
sities, communication structures in staff development programs, and
reality-based planning. The contents of this volume are directed to
designed and managers of staff development programs for the pur-
pose of adding critical elements and ideas to their repertoire that

vs will increase their planning 'and management capabilities. It is not ..

the intent df this volume to be a complete handbook on staff de-
velopment programsiebut rather to pcovida a new look at program

xi
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elmentits iht airo'ciuchilklo The design of effective aroivtlt experii.- .3
voices for taluciitionalopeistittnel:

We tir,- irnlebted j9 tt, 'limber, of person;
. jumi,s stormigcliiisionixt attebtivolY to eNrief oxplimat ion of what

.' Ave.wetriabout and provided the. solipori roteettor 10 carry II1Kpro;ect...
tO,Intitivo. lA'e Iii .e WItekINIWith lip; for over'iylecode ilow. and
reveteltliti iis.0 singular inCiividjattiAitieiry. but for ent fly. sizing tip
eitkil shaping 18 nutither of the trtie initriVitiOtts "in toucher edireintott.t, -

. . . .', .

trebiee
.

We owe hint it ifilln a siittittul that goes beyond 'this voltinta. and-4
" indeed eacompasses many in;ople he hits-ended over the ye ors.

Floyd Waternuin sirovidtsrthe usual contlielent:support for thi*
volume. lie read chopters4and made aunty recominendotions ,that. .

(*Malty shaped the character of the book. ,
...., ... 0

The pulse and rhythm belong to loan tvl; Kroger, who is more than ' V
au editor. loan probed and pressed for excellence in content and
clarity in delivery. To her we owe ;8 special debt of gratitude.

To th, Association. of Teacher Educators. its Executive DireCtor.
Robert Stevenson. who wrote the Foreword, and to lieteManaria,
Vt:e -Chair of the Communications Committee-. who reviewed the
manuscript. we are grateful.

Finally; to the atithrws Mtn wrote. rewrote. and did not complain.
th inks.
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PART I

Accommodating Change

Every few years, the educational community discovers a new ap-
proach to improving the education of its children and youth. During
the late 1950s and early 1960s, it was curriculum reform. Academ-
icians and subject-oriented teacher educators called for materials
for children and youth that employed consistent treatments of con-
cepts beginning with kindergarten and continuing through college.
"Academic respectability" and "teacher-proof materials" were the
clarion cm ..f educational change, particularly in the sciences and
mothemul,,.. The basic tenet of the movement was curriculum de-
velopment and change, and the torch bearers were the content spe-
cialists.

It very soon became abundantly clear that materials alone did not
lead to improved educationthat books could not be written that
were teacher proof, that teachers needed to understand theconcepts
they were teaching, and that they needed to be able to translate them
into understandable notions for children and youth. Institutes were
organized (primarily by the National Science Foundation) and the
Educational Professions Development Act was passed by Congress. )
Teachers would be trained and trained well.

By the mid-1970s, yet another wave of potential change swept
.._across American education. Teachers called for organizations to

deal with their awn staff development. The community pressed for

i
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its own role in education. Administrators no longer teddy accepted
their role u.' flu, determiners of content, instructional practice, and
personnel. From the federal government, programs required reel
input from the constituencies impacted by programs, including
Teacher Corps, the Urban-Rural Program, Title I, and Teacher Cen
tors. Consortia became the watchword of educational change and
practitioners the leaden; in the movement.

Each wave swept across the face of American education. rolled
On, and left the terrain little changed. Feeble efforts were initiated
with meager resources and fleeting-results. Why? An analysis would
suggest that each was not so successful as H could have been be-
cause of a lack of coordinated, cohesive support by a wide range of
resources, persons. and strategies. The systemic approach
exemplifies such a broad-based support program. In essence. it pos-
its that. for effective change, all of the targets of a change process
must be impacted if viable change is to occur. This involves isolat-
ing and working with the system's reformable elements:

the persons involved in the educational enterprise;
the communication systems within which organizations func-

tion:
the programs to which the system is dedicatedincluding the

education of students in schools and the development of edu-
cational practitioners.

Clearly, no change program will be as powerful as its potential
unless it involves ,911 three of these targets of the change process. The
present volume is dedicated to describing the potential for systemic
educational programs, models of such programs. and implications
for teacher educators.

The major thrust is teacher inservice education or staff develop-
ment. While this is one of the three targets in the systemic approach.
it is used as the fulcrum in leveling viable change in educational
practice. In this first year of the 1980s, educators appear to be
searching for the answers to improved practice in teacher inservice
education. It is our thesis that most of the inservice programs today
are timid. meager responses to deep-seated needs. doomed unless
the profession recognizes the need to design inservice programs
while accounting for the other subsystems involved.

The three targets of change provide the organizational construct

15
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for the. volume. Following two chapters which spin out the dimen-
sions of systems and change. Chapters 3 and 4 focus on changing
people. People in this case are not only teachers but also teachers of
teachers. They work in schools, intermediate units. and universities.
They require continual updating and developmentand, in a un-
ified, continuous. goal-riented fashion.

Chapters 5 and 6 examine inservice education from the
communicationlorganizational perspective. The structures for skiff
development programs are described in rural and urben settings.

Finally. the last section considers programs and their develop-
ment. The first chapter considers a needed and 'often poorly de-
veloped phase of inservice educationneeds assessment. The sec-
ond chapter provides on approach to planning that has proved ef-
fective in a number of workshops. Using this basic approach, edei-
cators hove developed useful teacher education programs that sup-
port improved-instruction.

Each section, while directing attention to an aspect of change.
considers the integration of that target of change within the fatal
system. 4,



CIIAPTER ONE
The Nature of Change
in Schools and Universities

W. Robert Houston

Like Custard the Dragon in Ogden Nash's intriguing story, we may
long for a "nice safe cage" where everything remains constant long
enough for us to get some teaching done. But the dynamic world we
are caught up in will not permit a slower tempo of change. Change.
inevitable and characteristic of today's world, must be considered in
any effort such as staff development.

The need to achieve stability by resisting change is as old as West-
ern civilization. The present Is comfortable in its tangibility, so
much so that many people are seldom aware of it and are even less
concerned with future conditions. Marshall McLuhan maintains that
the present environment is invisible to those involved, becoming
visible only. in retrospect when it has been superseded by a new
environment. His rhetorical question and exclusionary reply--"Who
invented water? It wasn't a fish!" vividly emphasize the Cage
within which our present perceptions of the world hold us captive.

In a period of rapidly accelerating change when the future be-
comes increasingly :unpredictable, some comfort can be derived
from the certainty that history is repeating itself. The two conflicting
goals of liability and change have been dominant in the history of
human thought since it was first recorded. Parmen ides and Herac-
Illus. predecessors of the Greek philosopher Socrates, were pro-

17 4
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totOes of these divergent approaches to reality. For Parnienides.
stability was the one reality. continuous and changeless; change in
the form of creation or passing away was inherently contradictory
and illusory. For Heraclitus. the striving of opposites and con-
sequent change was the only reality and stability was illusory, ex- .

pressed in the dictum You cannot step twice in the same river."
In our efforts to compromise these divergent views of reality, we

look for any elements which remain stable among the currents of
change. Without stability, there is no human identity. By e;:tension.
institutions, (schools. professional organizations, universities' are
viewed as constant and enduring corporate bQdjas. As the Parmeni-.
dean attitude prevails. historical change, if it is admitted at all, is
seen as progressive and steady development within a stable
framework of value.

Human systems have an enormous capacity to resist change, to
return after attempts at change to a new equilibrium closely ap-
proximating the old. The more primary the system or institution
such as home. school. churchthe more entrenched the resistance,
and the more painfully and slowly change prevails. Net human sys-
tems corporately are the elements which constitute society, and no
reasonable human being can deny accelerated societal change in the
twentieth century or anticipate anything less than greater accelera-
tion in the twenty-first century.

The "nice safe cage" of our dragon is nothing more than another
attempt at creative anachronism. We cannot admit to societal change
without accepting change and planning for it within the primary
elements comprising our society. Among the most primary of those
elements is the school, into which our youth are led and absorbed in
the process of socialization. Those of us involved in this ritual of
education and Socialization would rather forget about the necessity
of preparing our young not so much for the tangible present as for
the intangible future. Even those.of us who consider ourselves
"futurists" do not make predictions of future societal needs in the
truest sense of the word. Defining alternatives is safer. even though it
may be more complicated and subtle.

The extent to which we accept change passively is the negative
criterion by which we may judge our own'futuris9. It is easy enough
to sayand to forgetthat- we must prepare our st . lents for the

n II
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future, but what have we done. what have we built into our ecluca.
tional system to assure this? !laving generated the annual crop of
trained and apprentice teachers, what have we done to assure their
ability to c:emprehend and anticipate the future needs of their stu-
dents? We must remember that. while the turn of the twenty-first
century seems far in the future, many teachers of today will he in
their prime at that time.

One solution we evolved to the problem of teacher preparedness
for educational change was the continual inservice training for
teachers mandated by most school systems, intended as a means of
staff development. Critics of this solution are numerous and vocal.
One of them. 1.o1,1 iS Rubin ( 1971, p. 245). summarized the current
view of many:

In- service education has indeed been virtually a lost cause
teucher professional growth has not been token seriously, it
hicks o systematic methodology, and it has been managed with
astonishing clumsiness. It is not surprising. therefore,-that
teacher's have grown accustomed to its impotence, end that ad-
ministrators have come to regard it us a routine eXercise in
futility.

In that same volume (Rubin. 1971). Tyler outlined 125 years of in-
service development. While change has occurred. the results have
been neither spectacular nor pervasive. Programs are not designed to
lead toward long-term proficiency. nor are they articulated into the
structure or program of the schooli. They have become institutional
responses 4o institutionalized requirements rather than professional
opportunities for more effective instruction. .

The isolation of inservice edu'Cation is a major reason for its im-
potence. With few exceptions. inservice programs are designed to
fulfill state requirements or local school board regulations. These
requirements and regulations are backed financiallyby less than one
percent of most school district budgets. The director of staff de-
velopment typically repbrts to an assistant superintendent who re-
ports; Jo the superintendent. Sometimes the chain of command
reaches even lower into the district hierarchy before a responsible
person is found.

Inservice strategies include such techniques as the "cafeteria ap-

19
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preach." where it is assumed that teachers will choose what, they
most need and that this will indeed lead to greater effectiveness of
the schooling process. Some districts c: mime inservice education to
the building level, assuming thatwithout resourcesthe school
principal will find some way to meet _requirements successfully.
Some comheit needs assessments: Forms are printed up presumably
listing all teacher needs, teachers mark their needs validly. the needs
relate to improved programs, and improved programs are generated.
A stuffy of the effects of such, improved programs is almost never
made. When research is coiitteted, the results are not used by
decisionmakers to improve the -progra ns. it is little wonder that
slight progress continues to be made.

...
Conditions such as those just described lend credence to the

charges of students of professional development programs that:
1) programs are not directed toward the actual needs of prac-

titioners:
2) practitioners are not involved in planning or implementing

programs:
3) programs are not designed to bring about improved educa-

tion of children 'and youth: .

4) programs are short-term, short-sighted. lacking in specif-
icity, and designed to occupy time rather than bring about
change:

5) institutions are not committed to staff development as evi-
dented by the lack of financial support for these efforts; and

6) thesepersons developing such programs are not knowledge-
- able either of needs of practitioners or of effective adult in-

structional programs. .
Actions in staff development speak louder than words. One school

district. in an effort to have systematic inservice programs. em-
phasized mathematics one year, reading the next, and social studies
the following year. Each year the new curriculum field was accom-
panied by a major address by the superintendent indicating this field
to be the most important and vital area of the curriculum, by two
half-days of inservice where a supervisoi leafed through the new
program while teachers attempted to following the blinding speed
and confusing termindlogy of the presentation, and by the grumla
ling of teachers about the demands of new programs when they had

. 20,
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im support. Thii-1011owing year. a Hew curriculum urea was most
important and. except for the printed curriculum guides. the former
one was forgotten. No follow-up. no integration with on-going prog-
ress. no asessment of offectitteness left a stronger message than the
superintendent's stirring speech. .

Other mixed messages about inservice training and staff develop-
ment come through: hiservice is a vital enterprise. but it must be
done on teachers' time. Inservice is vital to the development of our
district. but participate in any session you wish. Though staff de-
velopment is important, there are no funds budgeted for it. Teacher
representatives determine what inservice program content will
befrom a list provided by the administration.

Conflicting messages can be minimized through coordinated,
systemic approaches to the improvement of schooling in which the
Major purposes of.schools are identified: assessed in terms of im-
plementation, and then restated as more spOcific goals. The goals
can then. be evaluated with respect to their accomplishment and
used as the basis for integral program design.

A systemic approach to the problem of improving inservice edu-
cation involves isolating reformable elements and dealing with them
simultaneously to improve the total system. Change efforts must be
designed as on-going, adaptive. and regenerative prOcesses. The .
three specific eleMents capable of change can be isolated more or
less as follows:

the peopletheir attitudes. aptitudes. perspectives, and
valuesincluding the professional staff to be trained, the
trainers of the staff. and the community as a composite of indi-
viduals; ,t

thc organization. administration, and communication struc-
tures within which institutionsschools and universities
'function:

. "eau, programs of educational study engaged in by students in
schools and by their teachers and administrators in staff.de-
velopment and continuing education programs.

The three elements isolated above are the basic building blocks of
educatiOnal reform. In the real world. they cannot be isolated, but
they can be focused on directly in'the planning process and in im:
plementing programs.

21
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This chapter has stated a problem. emphasizing the criticism
justly leveled ai inservice ialticiitiont as it exists in the minority o(
educational institutions today. To offset the negative aspects of this
focus on criticism. the second chapter of this book visualizes an
ideal of effective inservice training and staff 'development em-
phasizing the positive aspects. of effective. implementation of per-
sonnel, workable communication structures. and relevant program-
ming sustained long enough for full effectiveness and analyzed to ,
assess its impact. The ideal is dynamic. reflecting ordinary and
familiar components interacting effectively. Any element of fable in
the presentation of this ideal lies in the projection of interaction. in
the assumption that human efforts at cooperation and collaboration
can succeed if all those involved are committed to the achievement
of a goal attractive to.all.

The six chapters following the statement of the problem and the
ideal are grouped in two's following the outline of components lust
presented: the people. those who participate in'inservlce as teachers
and administrator's from schools,and universities: the organization.

$ administration, and cotrapunication structuresowhich are created to
----enlarge the horizons of staff development beyond the confines of the.,

school building: and the planning and development of programs
structured to meet assessed and projected needs to the satisfaction of
those involved.

In introducing the plan for this book. we mentioned the artificial-
ity,of separating these three components of change. and we would be
remiss not to mention that microscopic examination of components
is dangerous to any true concepticn of reality when doing so causes
us to lose 'sight of operative dynamics. We started with the fable of
Custard the Dragon in his nice safe cage viewing his world Par-
menidically. Let us end Heraclitically with an Aesopian illustration
of. the interdependence of subsystems in nature provided by L.
Thomas in The Medusa and the Snail (1979).

In the Bay of Naples biologists found that the nudibranch. a com-
mon snail. had a parasite in the form of a jellyfish attached near its
mouth. Curious to learn how the jellyfish (medusa) got there. they
traced the development of both the jellyfish and the snail. Though it
Was a parasite. the jellyfish could Procreate. and its offspriw floated
freely and grew in the warm waters to become full-grown normal

b2
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jellyfish. Meanwhile. the snail produced larvae and these began to
grow normally. but not for long. Whilp the snail larvae wore still
small and young. each was swallowed but not digested by a jellyfish.
Protected within the jellyfish from ether throats, the larva lived off
its host until it was full grown. by which (Imo the jellyfish was
reduced to a small round parasite affixed to the snail's skienear its
nionth..At one time the snail was depdndent on the jellyfish, while at
another the jellyfish was dependent on the snail.

The analogy between this fable and .staff development is not a
neatly drawn circle. for the relationships in staff development are far
more complex. Yet. it is clear that successful inservice rfrograms
breed persons who are not only effective practitioners but are also
effective developers of other ins evice programs. School districts
which rely on those engaged in the process to improve it often find
that interdependence, like the medusa and the nudibranch, is multi-
.ally beneficial. Teachers learn to be secure in recommending ways to.
improve instruction, schools adopt their recommendations, and
soon the schools become dependent on the expertis IA their staff in
improving programs. The same happens,in college, of education.
which rely "on feedback from their graduates to improve programs
And reniw the spirit that results in more effective practice.

The story of the snail and the jellyfish also serves to remind us.
when we consider systemic processes, that existing systems a
temporal or. timerelated. The following pages should be read wi..

this .fact firmly in mind. Time is the meastire of change. Temporal
systems exist in conjunction with changing personal identities and
clanging societal needs. These changes can be correlated and in-
stittitionalized. as the next chapter will describe.
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CHAPTER TWO
Institutionalizing Change
through Staff Development

Roger Pankratz

d

Each year thousands of new progratus,and practices are introduced .---

in elementary and secondary schools as 'well as in institutions of
higher education. Many of these are reponses to federal: state, and
local mandates: other innovations are the results of funded progiams
designed to improve certain aspects or the curriculum: still others
are the efforts of local innovators to introduce new ideas that will
change current educational. practices. ,

Although many innovative efforts include early program and ma-
terial developmental activities. the typical . mode for introducing
new programs and practices is a staff developmental workshop or a
series of workshops. These training sessions are usually designed to
make the intended users of the innovation aware of the elements of
the program and the skills and strategies necessary for implementa-
tion. If the,early training is well executed, a segment of the user
group is initially enthusiastic about the potential of the innovative'
program or practiCe for meeting perceived needs. this initial en-
thusiasm for a new and different apprOach is usually sufficient to
mask the serious concerns raised by other faculty who are not sure
that the new program or practice will indeed be an improvement or
that they will be successful with it. HoWever. as the program de-
velopmental effort moves from training to implementation in the
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. . "ittclassroom or elsewhere to the r9al world, even some of the initial
enasiasts begin to hove set td thoughts 111)0111 its Rotential for,

...-

1`. improving whet presently exists.. The new- structures, precoittres,
and skills that looked rather simple in the trainfpg workshop lust
don't seem to we k lb.' way they were demonstrated by the atoll'

,p

developmental triki tors. ' ,....'

At the satin) tune. staffInentbers who weren't tot) sure about the
new program sir practice front the start'sve their prophecy fulfilled as
daily routines`ettt concerns continue to stifle any visible signs that
the newyrogrant or practice is being implemented by the rank-and-
ile user or whom it was 1.ttended. Consequently. after the initial.
push for the ntandated program, has died. after the funding has
ended. and aftt4 the innovators have moved on to new ideas. only
the rettinants.pf pro4ram ntaterials an reports remain as reminders
that the innovation ever existed.

iinw do we know that the'series.of events just descrihed really
happl:sts? We, know this because; all of us ipvolved in tultication have
observed and- lived through this type of an experienc.e.

But wait. it doesn't have, to end,like that! fhT) outcome really can
be different and, in fact.shas been for some who have learned to we
staff developmenf.tor facilitate the change process. Consider the fol-
lowing alternative scenario: ..

'Jefferson Migldje "Schoolt in Mid-America was faced- with a stale....

mandate to implement a bpsic skills. improvenent program. The
)iehool principal, three key teachers, and a facilitator from the lar,41,..
university planned together what they might do to fulfill this man.
date. After a review of me needs assessment -data and conversa-
tions with a number of the impro-Vement of reading was
chosen as the greatest need ar.d t oncein. With some staff develop-
mental funds. faculty from an area university were engaged to run a
series of "eXplaration workshops*" on leaching reading in content
areas and alternative reading improvement programs for middle
schools. This series was to last about one semester. The staff the-
velopment program was given visible support by.the principal and
credit was offered as an incentive; About 70 percent.of the faculty., v
participated. After theexploratory-workshops.4the,faculty of Jeffer-
son Middle School voted to adopt a modified version ol.the'Tri-Star
reading impiovement approach and agreed to develop further the
skills needed to teach reading do the Tri -Star program.

41
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next phase of the program comprised a series of "skill de-

velopment workshops." in thisihase, specific structures and pro-
cesses of the program. were discussed and sigreed to. and the leach -
iaa1 skills with the (migrate were tried out and practiced.

. in promTgus phase. the skill development workshops offered
eache s an oppoitunity to earn gheluate credit. The principal's sup-

.
jitirl was visible her participatioti in all the training sessions. A
process goal for the skill development workshops was, faculty con-
sensus on the key eterlicvs of the'readitiK improvement program
( i.e.. the s pee i fie ''st twice:4;1)s._ mid behaviors that all
leachers would attempt to implemmtil and on ,a dale by which
teachers would begin implemenling all-aspects u" I the program. The
role of the university trainer was particularly crucial to this phase.,
Consensus was reached near the end of the.semeger. bpi not without
processing 1 lot of staff needs. concerns. Mid-conflicts. Adminit
tratoss' support roles, just like the teachers' roles, had to be worked
out 44 part of the innovative developmental efkirt.

Official, implementation of the Tri-Star priigrant began in the fall
of the second year after two inservice days reorienting staff to.all
aspects of the agreod-upon curriculum. The start was ch;liberate but
rocky. Managing the various parts of the program. as Well as, the
different reeding levels of students. was a difficult task for moM of
the staff. Therefore. "c2aching trrapplication" sessions were taStab-
fished on site to help teachers work nut the technical problems of
implementing all aspects of the 'Fri -Star approach in their classes.
Both a schbol district reading consultant and a university professor
provided wi-site staff development. four. days a week through indi7
-vidualized conferences and group seminars to discuss common..
problems. Inservice days were used to work an problem areas amo-.
dated...with the program and to further skill development in areas of
need prescribed by teachers. As the year progressed. teachers' be-
havior in the Tri-Star program became less mechanical and more,
rbutine. While some teachers requested more help from the trainers
than Johers', d majority of the. middle school teachers were imple-
MenTieig all, aspects of the Tri-Star program in their .clasgrooms.by
the end of the year with Minimal-assistance. -

More than two years have passed since the first, planning sessions
preceding the exploration workshops. The program now is well into
its second year of implementation. Prue of the middle school English
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teachers has been given 50 percent released time to coordinate the
Tri-Siar program and to work with new teachers who this year joined
the middle school staff. This was accomplished by regrouping clas-
ses at the request of the teaching faculty. The primary school staff
developniental activity this year is "collaboration seminars." where
a group of five io eight teachers who work basically with the same
students form a support system. meeting every two weeks to share

. their experiences and to plan how they can collaborate to improve
students' basic skills. Some oftihe support groups are even exploring
the possibility of adding mith and writing skills to the Tri-Star pro-
gram since the basic structilre and processes for teaching these skills
already exist. Although Tri-Star may change in the future. two
things are certain: (1) these changes will be made by a faculty deci-
sion. and (2) staff development will be involved.

The process described above is a true account of what can happen
when key planners use appropriate staff developmental activities to
facilitate the institutionalization of a new program or practice. The
fact that Jefferson Middle School today has a reading improvement
program that is part of the regular culture of the school is no acc:i-
dent. In the account of the program developmental effort described
above, two general strategies were followed by the key planners end
facilitators of the developmental process that are consistent with
what is known about managing the change process. First of all. staff
developmental activities offered were appropriate for the particular
-stage" of the change process or the "level of use of the innovation.
Four different modes of staff development were used by design. each
appropriate to a stage of the change process. A second strategy that
was followed was attending to the successful outcome of critical
events in the change process leading to institutionalization. During
the three-year program developmental process there was a sends of
events that were crucial if progress toward institutionalization was
to continue. A plan was developed to insure a favorable outcome of
critical events. Each of these two strategies is discussed in more
detail below.

"Appropriate" Staff Developmental Activities

There is merit in it cafeteria style of feeding if general nourishment
is desired and if one is aware of his or her needs. however. when

ti t
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there is a baby in the house. careful attention must be given to a diet
appropriate to the infant's stage of development. Think of introduc-
ing an innovation as the conception and nurturing of a child to
adulthood. The diet must be carefully supervised and changed to
insure proper development.

A framework for analyzing the adoption of innovations has been
described by Hall (Hall et al.. 1975: Loucks et aL. 1975). Seven
"levels of use" are defined that are analogous to stages of develop-
ment of an infant from birth to adulthood. Each of these levels of use
or stages of growth of a new 'program or practice is described below
(Loucks et al.. 1975, pp. 8-9) in terms of the behavior of the user
(teacher) of the innovation.

Level 0Non-use: State in which the user has little or no
knowledge of the innovation. no involvement with the inno-
vation. and is doing nothing toward becoming involved.

Level IOrientation: State in which the user has recently ac-
quired or is acquiring information about the innovation
andior has recently explored or is exploring its value orienta-
tion and its demands upon user and user system.

Level IIPreparation: State in which theuser is preparing for
first use of the innovation.

Level 111Mcchanical Use: State in which the user focuses
most effort on the short-term. day-to-day use of the innova-
tion with little time for reflection. Changes in use are made
more to meet user needs than client needs. The user is
primarily engaged in a steptvise.attempt to master the tasks
required to use the innovation, often resulting in disjointed
and superficial -use:

Level IV ARoutine: Use of the innovation is stabilized. Few if
any changes are being made in on-going use. Little prepara-
tion or thought is being given to improving innovation use or
its consequences.

Level IV BRefinement: State in which the user varies the use
of the innovation to increase the impact on clients within
immediate shere of influence. Variationi are based on knowl-
edge of both short- and longterm.consequences for clients.

Level V-- Integration: State in which the user is combining own
efforts to use the innovation with related activities of col-
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leagues to achieve a collective impact on clients within their
common sphere of influence.

Level VIRenewal: State in which the user re-evaluates the
(polity of use of the innovation, seeks mojor modificotions or
alternatives to the innovation toachieve increased impoct on
clients. examines new developments in the field, ond ex-
p/ores new goals for self ond the system.

In the Tri-Star reading program in Jefferson Middle School, four
different types of staff developmental activities were designed and
offered at four different levels of use to facilitate continued growth
toward a higher level. These were:

Exploration Workshops during Level IOrientation:
Skills Development Workshops during Level IIPreparation;
Coaching for Application Sessions during Level Ill- -

Mechanical Use;
Collaboration Seminars during Levels 'IV and VRoutine Use,

Refinement, and Integration.
During the orientation level everyone in Jefferson Middle School

generally agreed that reading was a problem. but they needed to
explore their concerns further and to understand the problem better.
This stage of development also called for exploring the different
types of reading programs that were available and drawing on the
best features of several programs. The persons who comprised the
instructional team for the exploration workshops had expertise in
reading and in group process. Probably more time was spent during
the exploration workshops in dealing with concerns and classroom
problems than in giving information. The exploration phase came to
a close when the total group agreed on the general approach they
wanted to pursue.

During the preparation level the teachers in Jefferson Middle
School were ready to explore and develop the specific skills and
strategies that would eventually comprise the Tri-Star program.
They were selective in choosing the skills and strategies that were
presented. A frequent comment from teachers during the skills de-
velopment workshop was "that sounds fine but it won't work in my
situation. Such teacher concerns had to be worked through to bring
everyone along in the developmental process. In the skills develop-
ment- workshops specific skills and strategies were presented and

ill
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tried out in a role-playing or peer-teaching situation to test their
viability. Again a careful mix of content and process was necessary
in the skills workshops to develop the tools to implement Tri-Star
while developing ownership in the program. The skill development
phase concluded with a commitment to implement the'program in
the following September and wilh agreement as to the basic ele-
ments of the program that teachers and principal would Implement.

During the mechanical use level of implementation teachers.were
trying to make all the elerhents of the reading improvement program
work in their classrooms. This was truly the most critical phase of
the entire change process. Many of the teachers had never, before
taught the same content using different reading levels in the same
class. Managing the many activities taking place at the same time
was not easy to learn and some teachers, even after three months.
weren't sure it was a good idea. "Coaching for Application." a term
borrowed from Joyce and. Showers (1980). involved two kinds of
related staff developmental activities. Two members of the instruc-
tional staff one from the university and one from the school system
with expertise in reading educationworked out a schedule so that
one or the other would be in the school three days a week to help
individual teacherswith instructional problems and to hold practice
sessions in skill areas that seemed to be bothersome. The fact that the
instructional staff was in the building on call was very important.
Persons who have served as "coaches" in this phase believe this type
of staff development is the most important mode if teachers are to try
out and feel comfortable with new skills and strategies in the class-
room. . .

At the routine use level and at higher levels of use, an innovation
is usually considered to be institutionalized for a given teacherthat
is. the new rogram or practice Is the regular way of doing business
in the class om. This. however. Is no reason for staff development
to cease. M tual support systems are needed for maintenance. re-
finement. a .:1 the integration of efforts. In the Jefferson Middle
School "coil borative seminars" were set up for all the teachers be-
longing to a atellite (the school was organized into five satellites. or
schools with'n a school). The seminar met every two weeks; much
like a mini taff meeting, to focus attention on the basic 'skills im-
provement p ogram. This mode of staff development has had other

30
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spinoffs aside from a mutual support system for the Tri-Star Pro-
gram. It has beconie a forum for the generation of new ideas and
team problem-solving. .

Each of the four different modes of staff development used tr. tht
change process at Jefferson Middle School was designed to attend to
the needs and concerns of teachers at a given phase of program
deVelopment. Any one of the modes would have been inappropriate
for teachers at a different level of use of the Tri-Star program. While
there are many possible variations of the staff developmental triodes
used in this particular innovation effort. the general purpose of staff
developmental activities during each phase should adv.ance the fac-
ulty member's use of the innovation toward a higher level.

'
Attention to Critical Events

Although staff development was the vehicle for developing. im-
plementing. and institutionalizing the use of the Tri-Star program
among teachers, there was a major effort throughout the change pro-
cess to build and maintain a support system that would allow prog-
ress to continue toward the change goal. This was done by consitl-
ering the various stages in the institutionalization process. and then
planning for these events to occur with a favorable outcome. A criti-
cal event in this change effort was any observable occurrence (e.g..
decision, vote. memo, support statement. resource allocation. com-
mitment) that was considerei3 essential to the continuation of prog-
ress toward the change goal.

Pankratz and associates (1980. p. A) have described the five major
stages leading to institutionalization as:

1. Awarenessrecognition by appropriate persons in both the
formal and informal structures of the organization that there
is (a) a current goof- achievement discrepancy; and fh) an
emergent need or requirement for additional programs or
practices: or (c) an area of service or activity not now
addressed adequately by other orgonizations.

2. Acceptonceagreement by appropriate persons that a par-
ticular proposed change is an acceptable attempt to solve the
problem. to meet the need or the requirement. or to develop
the capability to provide service that is presently unavail-
able.

31
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3. Preparationunderstanding the proposed change and
willingness among personnel to participate in a trial or dem-
onstration: evidence of adequate skill and knowledge levels
to carry out needed tasks; availability of necessary
resourcesstaff, equipment, materials. space. and training
capability.

4. Limited Installationdemonstrable operation ofthe
change. similar to its operation if it were adopted and as-
similated by the organization.

5. Institutionalizationestablishment of program or practice,
operable as anticipated. and supported in processes, struc-
tures. and behaviors in the organitationfollowing the termi-
nation of the temporary system.

While there is a close association between these five stages and
Hall's levels of use described, earlier, these five stages leading to
institutionalization represent the organizational aspect of the pro-
cess, whereas levels of use represent the programmatic aspect of
change.

Figure 1 lists major critical events in each of the five stages leading
to institutionalization in the Tri-Star program that were deliberately
planned for or recognized as important and monitored to insure that
they did occur. Events other than those listed in the figure were
planned for and were important to the change process: however.
those described show how a well-designed staff development plan
must have a support system that removes roadblocks. insureslowner-
ship. and providesthe necessary commitmero.of resources to operate
the new program when it becomes the recognized on-going program.

Purposeful staff development is an essential ingredient to the
adoption and 'institutionalization of most new programs and. prac-
tices. It can be an extremely useful vehicle to manage the change
process if it is carefully planned and orchestrated with the dynamics
of the adopting organization. Before staff development can be effec-
tive in the change effort, it must become an integral part of a larger
design to initiate and manage educational change. The change pro-
cess requires careful attention to the programmatic and the political
aspects of any innovative effort. Experience and research indicate
that emphasizing one without attending to the other will yield
minimal results. However, when the program development and or-
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ganizational dynamics are both integrated, staff development as an
effective change strategy can reach its full potential.
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Figure
The Five Stages Leading to institutionalization
of the Tri-Star Program in lefferson Middle School

Stage Major critical event Importance

Awareness The principal and three key
teachers met and agreed that
Jefferson School had a problem
in the area of reading.

Acceptance Near the close of the exploration
workshop the faculty voted to
try out (accept) the Tri-Star
approach.

Preparation' Near the end of the skills devel-
opment workshop there was con)
&ensue agreement on the specific
elements of Tri-Star programs.

The faculty agreed on a definite
starting date.

The principal participated in
skills workshops.

Limited Instructional resource persons
installation were acquired to serve three days

a week in the school buil.ling for
"coaching to application.

Institution- A leacher was released from 50%
alizatiOn of teaching to serve as an on-

going coordinator in the school.

Collaboration seminars were
established.

The schobl leadership ,formal and
informal) needed to own the
problem and communicate their
conclusions to teachers.

There needed to be formal ac-
oeptance and ownership in the
program by a majority of the
faculty.

There was need,for a clear and
precise definition of the pro-
gram including expectations of
all parties involved.

There was need for a formal
commitment from faculty to
begin full implementation.

Administrative support was
visible.

These resources were difficult
to acquire but were essential to
installation of the program.

There was need for an on-going
support system (budget and
teacher commitment!.

There was a need for an on-going
formalized communication system.

A training program was estab Maintenance of program beyond
lisped for new teachers. initial teacher group was needed.

a.
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PART 11

Improving Professional Practice

- ..

iThe first of the three areas to be considered in planning for effective
school change involves peoplethose, persons directly-engaged in
educating students, and even teachers of these teachers. All must be

ponsive to the needs of the various communities affected by and
teracting with the educational system. All must employ recent

research findings in human learning processes, communications,
and instructional strategies. All must utilize products of technology.
All must seek processes to help themselves remain relevant.

Everyone has a perception of what a teacher is and expectations
for appropriate teacher behavior. Yet teachers, like all other human
beingt, change and develop as individuals. Several questions are
relevant in considering changes in staff development that focus di-
rectly on changing people:

Whatfets of people are part of theprofessional staff develop-
ment programs at one time or another?

To whOt extent are people from each of these sets knowledge-
able about the program, and committed to it?

ls there a training program for all program personnel
(teachers, administrators, university faculty, interns, program
staff)?

Are opportunities for self-assessment available?
'*What communication system links staff with staff; staff .with. .

23
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.

students; personnel from one institution with those from
another?

By what process is professionalism encouraged?
ls there a due process or appeal system related to the training
system available and known to staff? .

ln what ways are program decisions (group decisions) related
to the issue of academic freedom? .

Difficult as changing people's perceptions may be. it remains the
critical task: Programs for improving staff development cannot rise
above the competence of those designing and implementing them.
Achieving the critical mass of changed behaviors° as to tip the scale
firmly in the direction of change is the goal.

36
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CHAPTER THREE
Reflections on Adult Development:
Implications for inservice Teacher Education

Reynold Willie and Kenneth R. Howey

We believe that one of the cornerstones of effective staff develop-
ment is adult development. We believe that adult development not
only suggests but demands an expanded concept of teacher eduda-
lion. From this perspective. we would like to present.to the reader a
brief review of adult development: suggest eix themes which seem to
pervade the lives of adults, and indicate some implications of those
themes for inservice teacher education.

What are the goals of continuing education? Numerous scholars
have examined needs of specific professional groups to arrive at an
answer to this question, but Houle (1967) examined needs of profes-
sionals in general and identifil foui broad areas which he felt were
important to all who are cotiWrned with their renewal. Practicing
professionals need: (1) to keep up with new knowledge related to
their professions; (2) to establish mastery of the new conceptions of
their own professions; (3) to continue study of the basic discipline&
which support their professions; and (4) to grow as persons as well
as professionals.

The first need listed is probably the most readily recognized and
receives the major share of attention given to continuing profes-
sional education. The second is closely related to the first because
role changes often demand knowledge and skills different from

25
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those previously required. Some changes might even require that the
professional address fields of knowledge totally new to him. The
third need. to study disciplines bask: to the profession. can he ig-
nored by the professional only at the risk of transforming himself
into P technician without the knowledge to generate new alterna-
tives in solving problems. All three of these needs have been almost
universally recognized ;11; genuine and valid.

Teachers. like professionals in other areas. are greatly affected by
changes in these three broad areas identified by Houle. New knowl-
edge. for example. must be screened for its applicability to a cur-
riculum recently augmented by such courses as moral education.
drug education. sex education. intercultural and multicultural edu-
cation. and death education. Such curricular content implies new
roles 'for teacherscounselor. behavioral analyst. social worker.
dialectician. among otherswith attention not only to such tradi-
tional subjects as literatUre and history but also to such interdisci-
plinary areas as sociafand environmental psychology. kliowledge of
these is essential if a teacher is to attend intelligently to such factbrs
as social groups. use of time and space. and biological change in the
student and its effects upori learning goals. The fact that those re-
sponsible for teacher education. often at the preservice level and
invariably at the inservice level, have paidbut superficial attention
to such basic disciplines and to unifying theoretical frameworks has
lent credence to the charge that many teachers have indeed been
transformed into technicians.

Houle's fourth needthe need to grow as a person as well as a
professionalincludes those kinds of activities which widen and
deepen interests. He illustrated the need with the following state-
ment: "A dpoor may study-music. a lawyer may paint. an architect
may read poetry. a dentist may lead great books discussion Aups.
and an industrialist may photograph hummingbirds." McGlothlin
11972) shared a similar perspective:

... only as the practicing professional grows as a person can he
draw easily from the experience and knowledge of other profes-
sions to add to the significance of his own. If he works only
within the established boundaries of his own profession. he Will
find it impossible to formulate solutions for problems which cut
across professions and disciplines. laughing at the artificial
distinctions which men have made in classifying knowledge

4,
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mid conducting research. Nurse -of our major problemsworld
peace, roc iol hormony, equal justice. universes' opportunity in
education. employment; and health. urban hying of stxtisfach!ry
atutlitynone of these.problems cati,be solved by a single pro-.
foss ion or a single discipline. It seems to hove takers engineers
some years to discover that four -lane highways have impacts Ott
other lives,thats those of automobiles ., ...

Thus. we hove personal growth activities justified us essential to
intellectual vitality and emotional fulfillment in the former codloxt
and as requisite to the confrontatitin of issues and problem's cutting
across disciplines -in 'the latter context. Notwithstanding its de-
sirability and essentiality, most professional groups, including
teachers, have not formally accepted personal growth either as part
of the itilicensure or recertification process or as experiences ac-
creditable for employment or salary advances. There are mrty rea-
sons for this, not the least o hich is that other forms gf develop-
nient are seen as more "central to the professional role and hence
niore essential.

. There is still another dimension of the person which may not be,
ignored ifwe areto.achieve authentic forms of teacher education.
That dimension is adult development, a concept which we view
quite differently from adult growth. It creates a fifth needthe need
to understand the interaction of physiological, psychological, and
social aspects in human development and the impact of that interac-
tion upon one's self and the people one serves. Some writers (Stens-
land. (973; Hughes. 1958) have suggested that the basic justification
for a profession is service to others. This is surely true of teaching.
Such service demands an understanding of both others and self. In
this chapter we wish to expand upon the concept of adult develop-
ment and present the argument that this dimension of the profes-
sional interacts with and, in fact. shapes attitudes and behaviors in
the four areas noted by Houle. Reviewing several theories of adult
development may help to explain the validity of this emphasis.

Adult Development

Some facets of adult development (arbitrarily stated here as that
portion of human development which takes place. after the indi-
vidual is beyond eighteen years of age) are frequently easy to de-
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scribe but rarely easy to explain. Most of us observe bits .of adult
behavior and impose an order upon [hem, an order which may be
tiniqUely ours but which nonetheless hPips us prudet what others
will do and, in turn. helps us select our own behavior. In doing so.
3.re are engaging in kind of theorizing about adult behavior.

"Iiischof ( t999) stated. for example, that ''developmental
psychologists labor Under the difficulty of not following, or knowing
exactly what is. 'their theoretical base." He suggested that.lit least
tuiAlve possibilities exist for theory formulation in studying 'del
Velopmental aspects of adults, among them a stability theory
suggesting that age produces stability; a life span theory suggesting
that as the adult progresses through a life span, the individual's
goals become easier to identify and define and may reduce in
number; a reversal theory suggesting that the life cycle would re-
verse itself during the later years with adult personality regressing'
through an antique form of adolescence and falling into second
childhood; a needhierarchy theory suggesting that human aging
will correlate positively to fulfilling the needs put forth by Maslow;
and a masculinegeminine theory suggesting that males and females
begin life Uniquely homogeneous in behavior and manner. en -'
counter the greatest differences in the middle years of life.'and be-
come uniquely homogeneous again in later years.

c :hickering (1974) divided adult developmentstheories into two
basic groups: developmental stage theories and developmental age
theorie.i. Theorists tend to develop concepts and systems of relation-
ships consistent with their own orientations so that those developed
by a psychologist, for example. will differ from those developed by a
sociologist or a biologist. Consequently. stage and age are elusive
concepts and deserve some attention here. however brief.

Developmental Stages

The Swiss psychologist lean Piaget evolved a system of stages
which Kohlberg (1973) defined rigidly, drawing upon Piaget's.
writing for general characteristics: -

1) Stages imply distinct or qualitative differences in structures
(modes of thinking) which pefform the same function (e.g..
intelligence) at various points in development.

2) Different structures form an invariant sequence. order. or
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succession in individual development. Although factors may
accelerate, slow, or stop development, the sequence does not
change.

J 3) Each of the different and sequential modes of thought forms a
structured whole. A response on a task does not represent a
specific response determined by familiarity with that task or
tasks similar to -it. The response presents an ,underlying
thought organization. .

4) Stages are hierarchical integrations. Stages form an order of
increasingly differentiated and integrated structures to fulfill
a common function. Higher stages reintegrate the structures
found at lower stages.

Kohlberg's notion of stage involves changes in quality, compe-
tence. and form rather than in quantity, performance. and content as
one moves from one stage to another. Structural stages tell less about
what information a person may possess but more about now he is
using that information; less about what a person is performing but
more about how he is performing; and less about what he is thinking
but more about how he is thinking.

While Piaget and others pioneered investigation into the struc-
tural stages of cognitive development in children, it is only recently,
especially in the last decade and a half, that another generation of
scholars has seached for the existence of structural stages relative to
various dimensions in the development of adults. Using the struc-
tural stage model, theorists have focused on different aspects of the
person. Kohlberg proposed a scheme for moral development;
Loevinger and Wessler (1970) for ego development; Harvey, Hunt,
and Schroder (1961) for conceptual systems development; and Perry
(1970) for intellectual and ethical development. Other schemata
have been developed and still others are being propoSed.

The notion of structural stages has great implications for the /
teacher. All teachers in a given school and grade level, for example.;
may select the same social studies textbook but likely use it with/
considerable variation. For one teacher if may be the basic source of
information. material to be mastered. Instruction converges towardla
priori answers. For another teacher the text may be but one of many
sources of data representing opinions and positions which must be
debated. criticaly tested, and. at best. seen as tentative. This iii not
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lust a matter of personal preference. The developmental level of the
teacher (and, we might add. of the author of the 'text) may well
provide insight not only into how one is teaching but also how one is
able to teach. We suggest that developmental stage theory can be
helpful to a teacher not only in understanding students' behavior but
also in understanding his or her own instructional behavior.

The cognitive stage model developed by Harvey. Hunt. and
Schroeder (loll). one of the first models developed. and an excel-
lent example of structural stage theory. is concerned with the 'pattern
of beliefs. attitudes. and values through which one interprets experi-
ence. Learning is defined in terms of how concepts are acquired
the rational processing of information. Concepts themselves func-
tion in an interrelated fashion and identifiable conceptual systems
evolve through which information and experience are filtered and
evaluated. Levels of conceptual development are differentiated
primarily by degrees of abstractness as .opposed to more concrete
functioning. Four conceptual stages are posited in which the indi-
vidual 11) is viewed as basically self-centered With an orientation
toward external causality and -the primacy of concrete rules; (2) can
examine himself apart from external standards and conditions: (3)
moves to an even more personal introspection; and (4) finally
achieves a more integrated and truly independent set of internal
standards which may or may not coincide with cultural norms and
external pressures.

More abstract or advanced conceptual systems have been associ-
ated in a number of studies (Hunt. 1971; Joyce and Weil. 1972) with
creativity, greater cognitive flexibility. a wider range of coping be-
haviors, and a greater tolerance for stress. Evidence suggests that
continuing teacher education should focus on schemata designed to
promote more positive psychological growth in terms of increased
cognitive com plexity.

Developmental Ages

Structural stages of development are not age related. While he
carefully refrained from relating a -moral development stage to a
specific chronological age range. Kohlberg acknowledged that his
data indicate that no adults have reached the higher two stages of
moral development before ages 23 and 30 respectively. Yet there are
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others who ,have advanced conceptions of adult development that
are age related. Chickering (1974) noted that "some researchers take
chronological age as a major variable and search for general orienta-
tions, problems, developmental tasks, personal concerns or other
characteristics associated with particular periods." .

Age theorists are interested in determining if there are concerns,
problems. and tasks which are common to most or all adults at vari-
ous times in their lives: in explaining why those concerns, problems,
and tasks loom more prominently at one time of life rather than at
another; and in describing how they affect adult behavior. Birren
(1964) wrote: "Age is a useful and powerful index in classifying
large amounts of informationknowing an individual's chronologi-
cal age, one can make a number of predictions about his most likely
anatomical, physiological and psychological and social characteris-
tics." Levinson et al. (1976) wrote of "generating and working with
hypotheses concerning relatively universal, genotypic, age-linked,
adult developmental periods within which variations occur."

Age theorists use the term stage in a manner very much unlike that
of stage theorists such as Kohlberg. The term does not have the rigid
and precise meaning that Kohlberg attached to it. Since age theorists
do not accept the notion that differences exist in structure or quality
from one stage to another or that stages are hierarchical integrations.
they are much less discriminating in their employment of the term.
Other commonly used terms are life periods, positions, passages,
transitions. and life course.

Many theorists are searching for age-linked developmental
periods. Levinson et al. (1974, 1976, 1978) identified periods of .
transition in the lives of men and detailed the paths which people
follow. e.g.. leaving the family, getting into the adult world, and
settling down. Gould (1972. 1978) projected a similar set of stages of
life and Sheehy (1974. 1976) popularized the notion of age-linked
behavior called passages.

While Chickering suggested that there are two major lines of in-
quiry into adult development, not all writers can be classified in this
manner. Two who do not fit easily into stage or age theory are
Neugarten and Erikson. Neugarten (1968) stated that time rather
than age is the critical variable in adult development. She wrote that
age does not explain nor does it predict behavior well. The timing of

s,
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life events. on the other hand. proVides some of the most powerful
cues to adult personality. Our society is age graded and people learn
to do what is expected of them at any given age. Psychology of
adulthood is the psychology of time. In a strict sense, Neugarten
cannot he described as an age theorist but. since she focused more
closely on the roles of age andime in adult development rather than
on structural, qualitatively different stages through the life span. her
work appeiermare compatible with that of Levinson and Gould than
it does with that of Kohlberg and Loevinger.

Erikson (1950, 1963) has had a profound influence on more recent
developmental psychologists. He charted the course of personality
development by postulating eight universal stages of psychosocial
growth with each stage representing a major crisis faced in the nor-
mal course of life. Each crisis calls for a central developmental task.
The sequenceand the polar aspectsof the crises are (1) trust ver-
sus mistrust. (2) autonomy versus shame and doubt. (3) initiative
%.ersus guilt, (4) industry versus inferiority, (5) identity versus role
c:onfusion. (6) intimacy versus isolation. (7) generativity versus stag-
nation. and (8) ego integrity versus despair. Although the sequence
forms a logic:el series:of stages, the stages are not hierarchical and
therefore do not meet Piaget's and Kohlberg's notions of stage.

Adult Development and Teacher Education

Conceptions of adult development have all bul been ignored in
teacher education programs. Yet the consideration and inclusion of
what is now known about adult development in both preservice and
inservice education could prove to be most beneficial. An under-
standing of theories of developmentboth stage and agecan be of
help to teachers in several_ ways. For example. it appears that
teachers at more advanced stages of conceptual development as de-
lineated by Hunt (1071) demonstrate a number of desirable teaching
hehaviors more often than do teachers at less complex stages.

It should be noted that the majority of adults. including teachers.
assessed in terms of the conceptual levels described by Hunt. are at
the less complex stages. i.e . Level I and transition to Level II (Hunt.
1971). In recognition of that situation, Hunt and Sullivan (1974),
Sprinthall and Sprinthall (1980). and Santmire (n.d.). among others.
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developed teacher education activities using developmental
psychology as the conceptual framework. They contend that each
developmental stage has its own characteristics which shape how
thinking occurs and that certain requisities must be acquired before
an individual can easily move to the next stage. Thus. they matched
educational environments With the current stage characteristics of
an individual to facilitate the acquisition of more complex teaching
behaviors. This kind of teacher tiducation is in its infancy but de-

.

velopmental psychologists immersed in structural stage theory may
well provide us with crucial insights into the types of instructional
environments needed for certain types of learners to reach certain
types of goals.

On the other hand, those concerned with age-related dimensions
of adult development appear to have much to suggest which would
also prove heneficial in the design and implementation of inservice
teacher education programs. Assessment of teacher needs has typi-
cally been a superficial as well as a narrow process. It has been based
largely upon self perceptions by teachers of their "deficits** relative
to school curricula and instructional methodology. Scant attention
has been given to diagnosis of the school as an organization or the
teacher as an individual with personal concerns. It is to teachers*
personal concerns that we wish to devote the remainder of this
chapter hecause we believe consideration and inclusion of them in
inservice planning will lead to programs which will accommodate
the individual teachers better than existing ones do.

Adult Concerns and Adult Development

Some observers believe that turmoil and crisis occur in the lives of
men and women on a fairly predictable schedule (e.g.. the mid-life
crisis): others believe that they occur around unpredictable common
events (e.g.. the death of a spouse). Scheduled or unscheduled. the
turmoil is often deep enough and the crisis severe enough to prevent
full functioning in both personal and professional life. The content
of thought at the time of turmoil and crisis, we believe. is likely to
fall into one or more of six broad, sometimes overlapping. areas.
These areas are like threads which run through one's life and have
great potential for altering behavior. These areas include reaction to
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physiological change, search for intimacy. interaction with life's
work. quest for meaning. development of one's sexuality and ac-
ceptance of termination.

Reaction to Physiological Change

Aging has two commonly accepted meanings. In one sense aging
is a physiological process beginning at conception. continuing
across the life span. accelerating with increasing chronological, age.
and ending only with death. In this usage. aging includes not only
the deterioration of later years but also the development of earlier
years. In another sense aging is equivalent to growing old and is
used to describe ly the later years in the process noted im-
mediately above. ,In his usage the term is without precise definition.
The body of liter re on physiological change across the life span is
enormous. Certainly, information with potential impact upon con-
tinuing professional education can be drawn from it.

Research so far has failed to identify satisfactorily the causes of
physiological change across the life span. A variety of theories have
been proposed. They range from those suggesting that change is
genetically programmed (hereditary factors), through those
suggesting that factors external to the individual determine longev-
ity (environmental factors such as quality of air breathed.and type of
food eaten), through those suggesting that tissues wear out with time
and constant use or that malfunctions in cells lead tocell death
(physiologocial factors).

Changes of particular concern to us in the teacher education con-
text occur in the senses. the muscular-skeletal system. and the cen-
tral nervous system.

Four of the five sensesvision. hearing. taste. and smellshow
age-related decline in competence. Ability to focus on a close object
(accommodation). to see- clearly at a distance (acuity), and to see
under dark conditions (adaptation to darkness) all decrease with age.
Ability to hear sounds in all frequency ranges and particularly in the
higher frequencies also decreases with age. Ability to taste and smell
decreases as taste and smell receptors deteriorate.

Some muscles of the body, the voluntary or striped, give move-
ment and appearance to the body. These decline in masa and are
replaced by fatty tissue. Beginning in the late twenties or early thir-
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ties. a decline in strength may be noticed. Other muscles, the in-
voluntary or smooth. regulate bodily functions and change only
minimally through the life span. Both heart and lung efficiency de-
crease through the years but the losses may be caused by factors
other than muscle strength. Bones become more fragile. less elastic.
more likely to fracture. and slower to heal with,The passage of time.

The speed of the functioning of the central nervous system de-
creases with age. Tests of reaction time do show a slowing of func-
tioning but clear evidence does not exist to explain why slowing
occurs.

Long and Ulmer (1972) divided physiological change into two
types: private and public. Private changes arethose which are inter-
nal and which may not be detected without the use of sophisticated
tests.Examples of private changes given by Long and Ulmer include
hormone alterations and brain shrinkage. Public changeson the
other hand. are those which are external and which are easily de-
tected by other. Bischof (1976) noted that the most apparent exter-
nal or public changes occur in face. figure. and skin texture. Hair
becomes gray. thin. or lost; the skin becomes wrinkled, dry. pale.
less elastic. and spotted: gait changes and movement slows; the
voice loses some of its timbre and quality; and the body decreases in
height and increases in weight.

Both private and public changes can have profound effects 'upon
the teacher and therefore have implications for the design as well as
the content of inservice education. Because speed and strength de-
cline with age. most teachers cannot perform some taskl as quickly
or as well as they once did nor can they stay at them as long. Yet we
persist in conduCting most inservice at the end of the school day
when the physical -resources of all teachers. and especially older
teachers. are spent. Little wonder then that under these conditions
insery ice has been described by Flanders (1963) as,a gigantic spec-
tator event! Despite its importance. inservice education is still seen
as an after-hours activity basically separate and apart from the job of
teaching rather than an activity integrated and embedded in the job
(Howey. 1976).

Public physiological changes may have even greater consequences
than private changes because they may seriously distort the self-
concept. Teachers 'may be subject to this source of stress more than
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other professionals because of the environment in which they work.
Consider, if you will, the effect of a deteriorating appearance accom-
panying the aging process, as described earlier by Bischof. on a
leacher who year after year faces a continuing wave of youth.
Teachers spend the larger part of their waking hours in a world
populated by young people who serve as sharp contrast and constant
reminders of the passage of one's own time.

Changes such as the above rarely result in any role alteration or
modification for teachers. Neither have analysis and discussion of
these changes appeared as content for inservice education. Oppor-
tunities for individuals to learn about the aging process in adults as
well as children and to share :with one another changes in them-
selves and the effects of those changes on their work are rare in the
content of continuing professional development. Nonetheless. to put
it simply and straightforwardly: How -I feel. even how I look. greatly
affects what I do. This dimension of developn.ent cannot continue to
be divorced from continuing teacher education.

Search for Intimacy

What is intimacy? Some people. most notably writers of the
popular press. easily provide meanings for the term; others, par-
ticularly theorists and researchers, only hesitatingly approach it.

Erikson (1950. 1963). addressing the concept and buildingiaround
it his sixth stage of man, postulated that when the young adult
emerges from his search for identity he is eager and willing to fuse
his identity with the identity of others, i.e.. to develop intimate re-
lationships. He described intimacy as the capacity of an individual
to commit himself to concrete affiliations and partnerships and to
hold to the commitment even though it may call for significant sac-
rifices. To Erikson intimacy is ideally achieved in relationship with
one of the opposite sex.

Newman and twman (1975) defined intimacy as including "the
ability to experience an open, supportive, tender relationship with
another person, without fear of losing one's own identity in the-
process of growing close." They stated that intimacy. is generally
established within the context of marriage but that marriage, by
definition, does not produce it..Lowenthal and Haven (1968) stated
that there are other viable forms of intimacy which are not necessar-
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ily experienced as substitutes for, or supplements to. a stable
heterosexual relationship. Many people not in the psychoanalytic
tradition concur with them. Lowenthal and Weiss' (1976) described
interpersonal intimacy as a complex concept, both theoretically and
operationally. They stated that the major components in an intimate
relationship include similarity, reciprocity, and compatibility.
Kimmel (1974) described an intimate relationship as one in which
an individual is able to confide in someone or talk about oneself and
one's problems. Bischof (1976) used the noun form of intimate as a
synonym for friend and the adjective form as a descriptor of friend:
Though they may define the term differently, all agree on its im-
portance. '

Angyal (1965) stated that establishing and maintaining a close
relationship is "the crux of our existence from the cradle to the
grave." Nouwen (1969) wrote that the struggle for intimacy has be-
come the struggle of modern man. He wrote:

We probably hove wondered in our many lonely moments if
there is a corner in this competitive, demanding world where it
is safe to be relaxed, to expose ourselves to someone. and to give
unconditionally. It might be very small and hidden. But if this
corner exists. it calls for a search through the complexitites of
our human relationships in order to find it.

Lowenthal and Weiss (1976) noted that histori4s and case studies
and clinical, personal. and observational experiences all attest to the
fact that the availability of an intimate other can help ease one
through stressful periods of life. Both Jourard (1964) and Taylor .,k......_____,,

11968) noted that men, less likely to have confidants than women,
'probably experience the shorter life expectancy ofie two sexes for
the very reason that they are unable to disclose themselves inti-
mately to others.

Lowenthal and Haven, in their study of intimacy in a group of.4.,
people aged 60 and older, found that maintenance of an intimate
relationship (confidant) served as a buffer against social losses such,
as reduction of social interaction because of loss of role. Participants
in the study who had a stable intimate relationship were less likely
to be depressed than, were participants who lacked this relationship
even after such a significant loss as the death of the marriage partner.
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Erikson (1950) stated' that the danger of the sixth developmental
stage of man (isolation) is the avoidance of a commitment to inti-
macy. Lowenthal and Haven, while acknowledging that some who
have been isolated all their lives may indeed possess good mental
health. concluded. "We are reminded once more of Angyal's guiding
thesis,4hat the maintenance of closeness with another is the center
of existence up to the very. end of life."

The paucity of references to the quality. depth. or reciprocity of
personal relations in social science literature may reflect a paucity of
close and personal working relationships in the social sciences.
Certainly this is characteristic of most teaching situations. Despite
the large number of interactions with students each day. leaching
has been characterized as a lonely profession. The ability to experi-
ence -open..supportive even tender relationships not only with stu-
dents but also with colleagues. we believe. is essential to good
teaching. The need to enhance such relationships has direct impli-
cations for both the design and the content of teacher inservice edu-
cation. ,

Qur relationships with others and the manner in which those re-
lationships shape our own development should be central to the
study ,teachers engage in. We suspect that reciprocity. self-
disclosure. and mutual respect are essential ingredients in most au-
thentic forms of teaching and learning. However. most of what we
currently refer to as inservice is characterized by sterility and lack of
personalization. Highly ritualized and formalized roles of teacher
and studenteven though the students are adults and teachers
themselvesoften predominate.

The very essense ofoteac her inservice education is viewed here as a
team or small group of teachers who work together on a continuing
basis. who have developed a sense of mutual trust and respect. and
who are able daily to provide one another with accurate. precise. and
humane feedback about their behavior in the classroom. Inservice
education should be a natural. on-going process which. in an atmo-
sphere of respect. admirption. and. yes. even love. fosters coopera-
tive problem-solving. curriculum developmeht. and exploration
with the art and science of teaching. ,

We do not believe that this is mere sentimentality. If intimacy is a
major developmental task of adulthood. and if the struggle for inti-
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macy is the struggle of modern man, then continuing education
must address this very basic need.

Interaction with Life's Work

Entry into full membership in adult society ordinarily demands
economic self - support. For most of us economic self-support must be
interpreted as work. Work is no small part of the average person's
life. Brim (1976) noted that work still takes the largest ere per-
centage of one's waking hours.

Ginzberg et al. (1951) hypothesized three chronological time
periods related to vocational choice: ages 6-11, fantasy; ages 11-17,
tentative: and ages 17 and over, reality. In the fantasy age, the child
most often talks of occuptations which are the most familiar or the
most glamorous to him. There is no match between the abilities and
interests which the child holds and those the occupation demands.
In the tentative ages. abilities are recognized and a variety of occu-
pations are considered and rejected. In the reality ages, the desires of
the individual are compromised with the reality of life and the indi-
vidual begins his life's work.

To Erikson (1963) entry into the adult occupational role, as wetl.as
entry into the parental role, identifies the beginning of the stig.e
generativity versus stagnation. He wrote, "and indeed. the concept

-generativity is meant to include such more popular synonyms as
productivity. and creativity, which however cannot replace it."

'From their studies of forty adult males. Levinson et al. (1974.1976.
19781 proposed a series of life periods: (a) Getting into the Adult
World\ covers the period from the early 20's to the late 20's. A major
developmental task of the period is to form an occupation and make
an initial commitment to it. (b) Age Thirty Transition includes the
four- to six-year period around age 30. The transitional period pro-
vides an opportunity to modify or drastically change the occupation
formed in the preceding period. (c) Settling Down describes the dec-
ade of the 30's. The task of the period is to build a more stable life
structure. The individual invests himself more in his work This
involves."planning, striving, moving onward and upward. having
an inner timetable that contains major goals and way stations and
ages by which they radst be reached." BOOM (Becoming One's Own
Man) is a time of peaking and. culminating of the Settling Down
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period and serves as a connecting link to the folloiving period. (d)
Mid-Life Transition includes the years around age 40. The tasks of
the period are to reappraise and modify the life structure of the lute
30's, to rediscover important but neglected parts of the self. and to
make new choices which provide the basis for the life structure of
the next period. Performing the tasks may involve considerable tur-
moil. The authors proposed tbai ''the sense of disparity between
'what I've reached at this point' and 'what I really want' instigates a
soul-searching for 'what it is I, really want.' " (e) Restabilization and
the &ginning of Middle Adulthood becomes a period beginning in
the mid-forties. The authors portrayed the p riod as one with possi-
bility for developmental advance and of great hreat to self. Levinson
et al. assume that there are fqrther periods bu their study ended at
this point. The centrality of one's work in this schema is obvious.

Bischof ( t 976) stated that the occu pation .becomes. the individual's
way of life and directly affects the clothes he wears. the way he
walks. the speech patterns he uses. and the friends he has. Neugarten
(1968) wrote that men perceived a close relationship between life-
line and career-line.

The observationsboth formal and informal --of these and other
theorists. researchers. and writers consistently affirm the importance
of work in the lives of people. Brim (1976) summarized it well when
he wrote:

Th6 search for self-esteemto be valued by others who matter,
and to be valued by oneself; to feel in control of the world, one's
life course. time, and self in its valucs and behavior; to believe
one is distinctive. unique even, that ode accounts for something
spociai in the common pilgrimage of man; to sense personal
growth and development so that one is something more than as
a week agothe .pursuit of these and other elements in the
summary sense of self-esiteem pervades the work of most pedple.

And later: ''The aspirations in life that men set for themselves are
primarily expressed through the institution of work."

There is increasing evidence that the status of teacher is di-
minishing not only within the larger public sector but also within
the ranks of teachers themselves. if the relationship between
career-line and life-line noted by Neugarten does exist. the status of
the teacher as a person. is probably also diminishing.
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We can advance a number of reasons for the diminishing status of
teachers. Perhaps the major re:monis simply that the public has
placed unrealistic expectations on teachers who. in many contexts,
must work with inadequate resources or that. the pub'ic has placed
unrealistic expectations on all students to achieve what a few yete
ago only a select number were expected to achieve. Whatever the
causesand they are surely many and complexthe profession
must redesign the job of teaching so as to satisfy the publics which it

..../ serves as well us to satisfy the basic developmental needs 'of the
person who occupies the role. lnservice education can assist in that
major task.

Historically. inservice education has assumed a reactive. teacher-
deficit stance. The focus has been on a concept of schooling that has
one teacher responsible for twenty-five or more learners at any given
time. When problems occurred, as they must in this context. remedi-
ation was focused upon the individual teacher and addressed what
he or she could do to improve the curriculum or enhance learning
for the pupils. The teacher in this scenario was viewed as a reservoir
of techniques and inservice education as an additive process
through which the number of techniques was increased. The situa-
tion remains with us to the present time. In the plethora of today's
needs. such as improving discipline. mainstreaming. building the
basics. and the like. the phrase "life's work", seems foreign. Yet a
recent survey of classroom teachers in a large metropolitan area re-
vealed teacher interest in exploring their own career progression or
career change was just as great as their interest in learning teaching
techniques (Willie and Kummerow. 1979). Teachers are concerned
with a sense of career and life work even if inservice programs are
not. We suggest that the development of career profiles and in-
creased opportunities for change in roles over timeconsonant with
changing aspirations and life goalsis excellent fontent for inser-
vice education.

Development of One's Sexuality

What we hold to be true about human sexuality is often steeped in
myth. One of the big myths is that at some point in our lives we
complete development of our sexuality. Many. if not most. of us do
in fact struggle with it throughout our entire lives. .

Study of sexual behavior is of relatively recent origin. To Freud is
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attributed much of the early work. But two sets of prominent works
have become staple items for hoth professionals and lay public: Kin-
sey andassocidies' Sexual Behavior In the Human Mole (1948) and
Sexual Behavior in the Human Female (1953) and Masters and
johnsOn's Human Sexual Response (t966). Despite the mass of data
presented in these works'. Bischof (1976) nonetheless cautioned that
we really do not know how adults behave sexually in fantasy or fuel

. but rather that we do know the responses of small groups of people
who serve as subjects iii investigations of sexual behavior.

Cashman* has noted four periods of sexual development: (1) pub-
erty and post-puberty. (2) sexual socialization. (3) middlescence. and
(4) old age. The first period, puberty and post-puberty. is, the begin-
ning of adulthood. It is characterized by uncertainlyuncertainty
about body changes, about thoughts and feelings. and about be-
havior. The period is frequently described as one of turmoil. The
second period. sexual socialization, is one of relative stability simply
because the individual is so busy. Participation in activities related
to family and to the job occupy much of one's non-sleeping hours.
The individual has little chance to worry about sexual role identity
in this period. In the period middlescence, whichwe focus on "here,
an important adult transition takes place. Perhaps Neugarten's
(t968) time-left-to-live becomes so compelling and urgent that
problems conceived and developing in earlier periods can no longer
be ignored. Whatever .the cause. many people believe this to be a
very troublesome period with perhaps even 'more turmoil than that
of puberty. Cashman suggested four kinds of behavior which might
signal the period as a troubled one: (-1) higher incidence of 'alcohol
and other drug abuse: (2) greater frequency of mental illnesses; (3)

i higher participation in out-of-character activity; and (4) participa-
tion in sexual adventures.

For some time now we have acknowledged the unique 'problems of
youth relative to sexuality. Youthespecially those- years sur-
rounding pubertyis marked by uncertainty about body changes.
thoughts and feelings. and behavior. It may be a time of turmoil as:
individuals grapple with these concerns. Those who are their

,./ .."
From a lecture by Professor Paul Cashman to a class in adult development at the

University of Minnesota. Pall.:1970.
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teachers often take on new meaning for them. Teachers f the same
sex serve as models for behavior and teachers of the o posite sex
become the focus of crushes. Most teachers are prepared to accept
these new roles thrust upon them by young students. 'they them-
selves have experienced this stage in development; they have read
about it: they have studied it in their psychology classes; and they
may have observed it in their own children. it Is very public and
much of what takes place is acknowledged by teachers as well as
other adult simply by a knowing smile or a wink of the eye.

Dramatic changes also occur in later adulthood. although the
changes may not be so public. Coping with the signs of aging is
especially difficult in a youth-oriented society such as ours. Some
women, Kaluger and Kaluger (1974) reported. become especially
interlsted in youth. They imitate their way: of thought and dress.
The want to be admired and loved by young men. Others turn to
drugs. find "loving" men, or become depressed. Pikiinas (1976)
stated that prior to menopause. a considerable number of women
experience increased sexual preoccupation. He wrote;

Many women explore new cross-association, and some enter
into sex-related activities in order to "make up for lost time,"
Erotic excitability and decreased self-control permit vivid
symptomatic behavior. Fears about growing old and loss of fe-
minity compound emotional behavior. After menopause, be-
h ay ior and self - reliance rise and are maintained far a.decade.

Most writers agree that there is not a physiological change in men
comparable to that in women. Yet the psychological reaction in men
is as great as or greater than it is in women. Kaluger and Kaluger
11974) stated that some men have almost neurotic reactions to mid-
dle age. These men do not want to be old and. like some women. try
to look and act very young. Some. they noted. shed their wives and
marry women much younger.

In\ summary, therapists report that uncertainty and concern are
expressed by women during their late thirties and forties and by men
during their late forties and early fifties. years in the lives of profes-
sionals which should be among the most productive and satisfying.
We must conclude that teachers follow the course of other adults.
They may have observed problems of others. they undoubtedly have
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read about them in the popular press, and they may well experience
concerns themselves. We cannot afford -to have two sets of
peoplemen and women, yo,ungsters and adultsworking so
closely together in so important an enterprise as education going
through developmental stages about which they often have minimal
knowledge. Fortunately, we have adopted sound sex education pro-
grams in many of our elementary and secondary schools. We suggest
that studies in adult sexuality would be a most beneficial addition to
the continuing ethication of teachers as well.

The Quest for Meaning

The search for meaning, for purpose. is a common activity in our
culture yet it varies both in direction and in extent from one person
to another. The direction of the search is ordinarily directed toward
both the cosmic and the terrestrial. The individual seeks meaning in
a divine cosmic scheme and in his particular life. Most individuals
appear to find meaning in the cosmic sense and in their particular
lives; some find meaning in the cosmic sense but not in the terres-
trial sense; some find their lives meaningful but reject the cosmic
schermi; and a few find meaning in neither.

The extent to which the person carries on the search may be very
limited or very great. Some people appear to find meaning quickly
and easily and hold to it throughout their lives; others spend a
lifetime on the search and still find no meaning_.

Most works on aging characterize old age as a period of introspec-
tion abouit the meaning of one's life. Indeed. Erikson's (1950) eighth
stage, integrity versus despair. by its very title seems to demand a
search for meaning. Integrity "is the acceptance of one's one and
only life Cycle as something that had to be and that. by necessity.
permitted io substitutions ...." Butler (1968) postulated "the uni-
versal oc:currencr in older people of an inner experience or mental
process of reviewing one's life." He called this process the fife re-
view. 1. iMR1 11 (1974) suggestedhowever, that introspection about
the meaning of life may not be highly salient immediately before
death in old a ie'but instead "may be more salient when death is not
at the doorste so to srieakl, and when our interest in life is high
for example in late middle-age when the imminence of death is not
upon us ... tipport of this position is also found in the studies of

k
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the middle-aged by Neugarten (1968). She wrote; **We are im-
pressed. too. with reflection as a striking characteristic of the mental
life of middle-aged persons: the stock-taking. the heightened intro-
spection. and above all. the structuring and restructuring of experi-
ence ...."

iii
"introspection about the meaning of life may also be

prominent li early adulthood. in fact. it is quite likely that the search
for meaning or purpose is a universal occurrence in adults of all
ages.

. We do not believe that an inservice program can provide much
meaning or purpose for an individual who has found little meaning
or purpose in life. We do believe that inservice education can in-
crease job satisfaction and that much of the introspection about the
meaning of life centers on the job and its satisfactions.

lob satisfaction has been studied in a variety of ways in a variety of
co'ntexts. The basic conditions which contribute to satisfaction are
remarkably similar across occupations, geographical areas. and
cultural groups. Terminology varies from one study or survey to
another but common ingredients in job satisfaction include s'ecurity,
respect and recognition, clarity. autonomy. opportunity. ownership.-
s-upport. and a sense of efficacy.

These studies suggest content for inservice programs but. perhaps
even more importantly. they suggest)questions which should be
asked about every inservice activity. The following are examples of
such questions.

Do the participants have a sense -of security? Is the activity
offered in their environment? Are the instructors known to
them? Do they know the criteria for evaluation?
What recognition will be given to teachers as a result of par-
ticipation? A new title? Publicity about their participation and .

achievement? Commendations to the community?
What measure of autonomy do teachers have? 1.4Ths the activity

planned and is it being conducted under shared control? Have
teachers been involved in deciding the what. when. where.
and why of the activity?

ls opportunity provided for participants to apply in thEMass-
room whit is learned in the workshop? As teachers incr se
their skills. are new opportunities made available?

bo participants develop a sense of efficacy? Do they feel that:
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they have the power to move toward individual and institu-
tional goals?

Dothe participating teachers receive respect? Are they treated
as adult learners?

ls there clarity in the task at hand? Do participants clearly
understand the task as well as the purposes behind the task?

Honest answers to questions such as these should lead to the design
of improved inservice education which will help stem the growing
disenchantment with the teaching role by a great many teachers.

Acceptance of Termination

All through life we deal with termination. People separate; friends
move; social groups disband; businesses fail: jobs disappear; careers
run their course. Many of these end in pain. Yet termination must be
regarded as inevitable. proper. and normal and we come to accept
these events. Perhaps these events prepare us .for another kind of
terminationdeath.

.

Fromm (1955) wrote. "man is the only animal who knows he must
die." Yet death is a difficult concept for man to confront. let alone
grasp. Young adults think of death occasionally but they do not
linger on the thought; middle-aged adults encounter death as par-
ents and a few friends die: old 'adults become greatly concerned to
see many friends and associates the and to some the notion of death
may become phobic (Ka luger and Kaluger. 1974).

Bischof (1976) reported that prior to the early 1960's interest in
and concern about death was a field studied primarily by theolo,
glans and philosphers and written about by novelists, poets. and
playwrights. In the late 1960's fourworkitreating death as a subject
of research were published; Verwoerdt's Communication with the
Fatally III (1966); Hinton's Dying (1976): Strauss and Glaser's Time
for Dying (1968): and KublerRoss's On Death and Dying (1969).
Bischof wrote that these four broke the barrier on death as a subject
for research.

Erikson (1050. 1963) briefly touched upon death' prior to the early
1960's when he wrote: "Only in him who in some way has taken care
of things and people and has adapted himself to the triumphs and
disappointments adherent to being. the originator of others or the
generator of products and ideasonly in him may gradually ripen
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the fruit of .. . 'the' seven stages." He stated that integrity is the
acceptance of one's one and only life cycle as something that had to
be and that allowed no substitutions. Kimmel (1974) wrote: "Thus,
in this framework I Erikson's eighth stage), one would look back over
one's life and deal with the questions of the meaningfulness of one's
life. the intersection of one's life with history. and the degree to
which one's life was a worthwhile venture."

According to Erikson. those who do not achieve integrity face
despair. Despair allows fear of death. Despair expresses the feeling
that "the time is now short. too short for the attempt to start another
life and try out alternative roads to integrity." Havighurst (1973)
stated that Erikson's eighth developmental task, integrity versus de-

' spit', dominates later adulthood. i.e., age 65 and later. Yet Neugar-
ten's (1968) study of middle-aged people led her to conclude that the
middle-aged restructure life in terms of time-left-to-live rather than
time-since-birth. She wrote that not only the reversal in directional-
ity but the awareness that time is finite is a particularly conspicuous
feature of middle age. Further. she stated that a frequent theme in the
interviews in her study was the recognition that there is "only so
much time left." She attributed the following quotation to one of her
male subjects: "There is now the realization that death is very real.
Those things don't quite penetrate when you're in your twenties and"
you think that life is all ahead of you. Now you know that death will
come to you. too.:'

One can conjecture that the realization that there is only so much
time left to live triggers behavior that the individual would not have
engaged in at an earlier age. Some of the behavior is dramatic
divorce, for exampleand must ultimately have an effect upon the
individual's professional performance.

Death education is increasingly being advanced for inclusion in
c:hool and college curricula. We suggest that it likewise be- ad-

need for inclusion in the inservice program.

Sum Y

Our brief r 'law of life issues is not meant to be exhaustive. The
literature in eac area is increasing at a rapid rate and those in-
terested in a deepe study of an issue are referred to the bibliography.
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We have argued thht dimensions of personal concern and de-
viiiopment have profound implications for inservice teacher educa-
tion. Not to long ago. educational psychologists were arguing that
the whole child must be taken into account in the educational set-
ting. A child. they said brings his problems. his concerns. with him
to school. We suggest that the same may be said of the teacher.

Many writers' and researchers have documented the negative ef-
fects of schooling. What have been the attempts at treatment? Most
retponses have dealt with net content. new method. or new
variations on the organizhtion. Few have systematically addressed
the fundamental problems and concerns of teachers. We have at-
tempted to illustrate that developthent is a much more- complex
phenomenon than various personal growth experiences.

The individuals identified as age theorists are attempting to iden-
tify the concerns. problems, and tasks which might be common to
most adults. If they succeedand they are amassing persuasive
evidencethen difficult life periods might be predicted. We could
then develop better programs to ease teacheri through these difficult

.,
but normal ages. These programs. among other things. would consist
of activities which convey to teachers what is currently known about
adult development. Many adults. believing that what they are ex-
periencing is unique or idiosyncratic, live out part of their lives in a
kind of quiet desperation. Many might be helped simply by knowing
that adulthood is not at all a static thing and that others are also
dealing with similar concerns. problems. and tasks. Inservice pro-
grams might also serve to help teachers anticipate problem times of
life. prepare for these times. and ward off crises.

To the stage theorists the process of teacher educationincluding
inservice teacher educationmay, be viewed in developmental
terms. Some suggest that the outcome of such programs can be con-
ceptualized as promoting growth on the part of teachers. They view
teacher education in broader terms than instruction in pedagogical
skills. They have concerned themselves with how teachers' thinking
about themselves can be stretched so as to produce cognitive-
structural changes which may open them to new ways of viewing
teaching and interpersonal- relationships. They assume that. by al-
tering cognitive structure, one can function at'a more open. more

6n
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complex. and more abstract level. One has greater behavioral flexi-
bility. The primary aim of the stage theorists is to help others re-.
structure their way of thinking about themselves and the world. A
continuing education program guided by stage theory would con-
centrate more on the processes of cognition (e.g.. thinking, knowing.
recognizing. generalizing. evaluating) rather than on the content of
thought. although the latter is obviously of great import also.

It has not been our intent. here to outline a continuing teacher
education program. We have tried (1) to demonstrate a need for most
teachers to understand better the interaction of physiological.
psychological. and sociological aspects in human development and
the impact of that interaction upon themselves and the people they
serve: (2) to point out that such interaction raises concerns or prob-
lems which are likely common tool, adults including teachers; (3) to
identify some of the more salient concerns such as the search for
intimacy and the quest for meaning and to examine briefly their
implications for what we refer to as inservice teacher education; (4)
to note that there are experts in a variety of fields addressing those
problems; and (5) to suggest that continuing professional education
programs can and must be developed which provide teachers with
more than teaching skills.

Six broad areas of adult concerns have been desCribed in this
chapter. These areas of concern have direct implications for the de-
sign of inservice programs for teachers. it has been suggested that all
of us have reactions to physiological change. Better understanding
of and sensitivity to such change is needed in both the process and
the content of inservice teacher education. The on-going search- for
intimacy suggests that teamwork and cooperative problem solving
can -6 productive modes of continuing education. Interaction with
life's' work points to the need for inservice programs to be more
concerned with career development, increased status. and *Opportu-
nities for changes in roles over time. The continuing development of
one's sexuality in adult life suggests,an important area of-study for
inservice programs that previously had been limited to childhood
and adolescence. The quest for meaning in life by teachers demands
that developers of inservice programs more adequately address
needs for personal application, recognition, autonomy, and oppor-
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(unity in designing continuing education programs. And finally, the
(iceeptoncti pf termination suggests.that more attention be given in
inservice programs to several basic transitions:

Adult development and adult concerns central to this develop-
ment have seldom been given attention in designing inservice
teacher education in the past. However. as increased study and re-
search have yielded more insights into adult development, their im-
portance in both planning inservice education and in being appro-
priate content for study in continuing education is increasingly ap-
parent.
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CHAPTER POUR
Staff Development
in Institutions of Higher Education

Elizabeth L. Jalbert

,

To talk about staff development or personnel development or.inser-
vice education is to discuss a process that engages adult learners.
Many adults are interested in lifelOng learning to assure the' in-
tellectual vitality and emotional fulfillment necessary for personal
growth. But. as the previous chapter pointed out. adult development
to meet life's inevitable role changes requires an approach to learn- 1
ing different from that normally offered to the childhood learner. \
This is a point to be remembered as avenues for faculty development '
are examined.

The adult learner is very likely to have had some previous contact
with the content area being explored. has perhaps formulated firm
opinions related to it, and may have strong preferences as to learning
style. Often educational activities must be integrated with family
life. career, and citizenship. and convenience of time and place is
often essential to this integration. Motivation usually becomes in-
trinsic, less dependent upon tangible rewards. Of their own volition
adults prepare for better sobs, acquire new skills, or pursue avoca-
tional interests within or outside of the formal academic system..
Those charged with responsibility for personae] development pro-
grams need to be aware of the many factors affecting the adult Willi-
er's response to opportunities planned or provided.
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Often these opportunities occur within the career aspect of adults'
lives. Profes'sions have increasingly recognized tho ,need for their
members to engage in a continuing educational process. owever,
discussion of staff development within the teaching profession has
usually focused on the elementary and secondary classroom teacher.
It was they who needed to "grow." "be kept up to date," or "hp-
proved." The term "inservice" was limited to activities for them.
Seldom. in the past. were college professors the target of faculty
developmental efforts. Though the collegiate atmosphere may have
heen supportive of various forms of faculty development. -many
processors anti administrators were complacent about the need.
Today the situation is very different.

Current emphasis on inservice education or faculty development
as it relates to institutions of higher education focuses on two levels
of t:oncern; a general one directed toward the improvement of all
college faculty members, and a more specific concern directed to-
ward faculties of schools of education because of their special role in
the education of inservice teachers. What institution cannot identify
within its ranks those who would most benefit from an improvement
program but are perhaps most resistant to it? Examples might in-
clude the faculty member employed when there was a shortage who
now holds a secure. tenured post despite severe personal limitations;
the individual who understands the need for change. but is unwill-
ing to make the effort because retirement is on the horizon; the
low-key tenured professor whose Norities place family and fun

-ahead,of professioniti responsibeIt4; the writer whose self-image
allows no consideration of self-improvement; the autocratic bore
who will never be acceptable to graduate students. paiiicularly in
off-campus settings: the newcomer who has already determined that
his or her future advancement is more dependent upon research than
excellence in teaching; or the solid citizen who has contributed a
great deal in the past. but who now apptars to have run out of gas.
The list could be expanded.

Ideally. growth and improvement on the part of teachers at all
levels should be continuous: but In reality there are many con-
straints. Constraints in institutions of higher education, as well as
the need for inservice work among college faculty. and suggested
remedies have been dealt with in detail in manyrxurrent publica-
tions. in addition. a number of professional organizations have.cho-
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sen inservice development as the theme for national conferences.
'Some' ni ight consider thit a fad or an example of climbing on a
bandwagon: others would acknowledge it to be a foremost concern
of the profusion: In either case. inservice education for collbge fac-
ulty is clearly a matter of concern to many.

The chief purpose this chapter is to underline the fact, that
among educators use of the term 'inservice" should not be limited to
activities of classroom teachers but should include college faculty as
well. Brief references will be made to some on-going efforts in this
areaoften focusing 'on the improvement of instructionon the part
of institutions of higher education. Two more detailed descriptions
will be offered which relate specifically to the Involvement of in-:-
stitutions of higher education with basic educational institutions in
inservice efforts and the implications _this holds for faculty de-
velopment at the college level. As indicated previously. detailed
attention to the complex topic of staff development in Institutions of
higher education has bee% given elsewhere and covering the toeic>
fully is impossible here. Holvever. a cursory overview of the issues
imbedded in the topic" may be helpful.

The Why's of Facility Development

First. why all the attention now to this specificpopulation? Why
the emphasis on faculty growth in general?.More specifically. why
the concern for those faculty members serving iWtolleges of educe-

,' tion and. even more directly, those college of education faculty
members who have (or should have) responsibility for inservice ac-
tivities in schools? Basic reasons can be easily summarize&

Faculty members, re an institution's most valuable resource
and they need care and maintenance.

Decreasing mobility of faculty and decreasing opportunities to
meet changing needs with ''new blood" increase-the deMand
that faculty not stagnate.

Institutions cannot afford bored students. particularly when
they are.well aware that enrollment targets must be met and
that students, once enrolled. do not- tolerate dissatisfactions
quietly.

Better to encourage and maintain a dynamic faculty (and thus a
responsive institution) through every means available!

When attention is focused directly on faculty in schools of educa-

5
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turn who, in turn, hear some responsibility for inservice work in
schools, additional reasons can be articulated:

Dedicated college of education faculty members involve them-
selves in the work of schoolsthe "real world" of education.
They need and want to be able to make viable contributivs.

Declining enrollments, at the preservice level both force and
permit attention to inservice offerings and the needs of em-
ployed teachers. College faculty need to be in tune with those
needs.

4 _

An awareness of the power of the organized teaching profes-
sion highlights the need for skill in collaboration on the part of
college faculty and for flexibility in their approach to the con- '
tent and delivery of inservice activities. .

All colleges require up-to-date faculty..and those faculty need to be
.. informed and motivated by faculty development activities. In regard

to schools of education, Petrie (in Walker, 1978. pp. 3 and 4) com-.
ments that "there is an urgent need to develop teacher educators
who have as much skill in inservice education as they have in pre-
service education." He stresses that:

-.'

The market for inservice training of teochers is ot.least as big as
any thoi we have previously addressedand probably bigger.
However, university faculty members will need to 'develop new
skills in order to deliver irrAtuction in a form and content dif-
ferent from current practices. The challenge to schools of edu-
cation is to overcome institutional inertia and respond to the
forces and the demonds of the schools.

The Who's and How's of Faculty_ Development

There are many convincing answers to the "why's" for awakened
interest in continuous faculty development, but other issues relating
to the -who" and "how" of faculty development are.iriot soeasily
answered. Essentially these questions focus on fintncial support,
problems of motivation and necessary skills among college and uni;
versity faculty members, and problems of institutional constraints
that discourage faculty members. To expand each:

Financial considerations are everywhere. Assuming that fac-
ulty want and need inserviceice work, whose responsibility is it?
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Is it an individual or an instructional responsibility? Even if it
is agreed to be mutual, how are costs supported? Travel. visi-
tations. cou rses. workshops, consultantsall have related
costs.

*Faculty vary in their acceptance of the dimensions of need for
faculty development. Some resist the implication that they
lack necessary skills. or at least need to update them. Some do
not recognize new roles needed and the changing demands
within each. Others assume the need for change. but feel that
new roles and the related skills necessary have not been well
definedepr are not promoted in their institutional setting.

Institgfcnal constraints affect action taken as well as faculty
motivation. A prime incentive for faculty development in
schools of education is the need for service to school person-
nel. Institutions vary in the extent of their commitment to this
service role. Unless that is viewed as a high-priority contribu-
tion. faculty will not see knowledge of school-related concerns
and skill to work with school personnel as critical to career
advancement.

Financial limitations will always be with us and solutions will
depend upon creative approaches and skills of persuasion; other

' problems imply the need for identification and training in new skills
and attitudes required by college faculty; still others_require institu-
tional change in any number of directions. including perception of
mission and the related reward system. allocation of resources, and
the view of powertjurisdiction and governance related to inservice
commitments.

It is in the inservice context that Carey and Marsh (1980) explored
university roles. They concluded that "university involvement in
inservice education is best seen as a problem of institutional change
rather than only as a problem of program or faculty development."
They then react to the May-June 1978 issue of the Journal of Teacher
Education, which addresses the general issue of faculty growth
within schools of education. and write (1980, p. 9):

None of the contributing authors consider focally development
to be the problem of indiVidual faculty members. Instead.
Gideonse (1978) maintains that staff development cannot afford
to be viewed as an isolated need or activity. Instead. it must be
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relayed :to budget, faculty review and evaluation, and linked to
program review and priority setting within the institution.
Gideonse summarizes his perspective on faculty development
by arguing, -This all suggests that if staff development (for col-
lege personnel) is to be addressed successfully, it will have to
becornti a frame of mind, applied to a variety of ongoing mon-
,agement- and governance concerns. It must not be allowed to
become an isolated phenomenon standing more or less free and
clear of the rest of the business of operating institutions. It is not
a concern that can merely be added n to other concerns; it mint
become thoroughly integrated into I he warp and woof of ongo-
ing institutional processes." (p. 2) Mathis (1978) and Bergquist
(1978) both argue that faculty de4iopment must be nested in
the context of redefining institutional missions and developing 1

strategies to achieve these missions. As these writers attest,
greater university involvement in the inservice education of
public i;chool personnel cannot be achieved through faculty de-
velopniient narrowly construed./ While an increase in faculty
skills may be a part of a new university role in in service educa;
Lion, thtese skills cannot be devploped in isolation.

1 i
Responses to Faculty Developmen Needs

In spite of the complexity of th problem. many institutions are
responding on various levels to the need for staff development
among university faculty. In som situations foundation support or
small grants have supported the rocess. The University of Mas-isachusetts has Kellogg funding, tanford University receives .up-
port from the Danforth Foundation and Glassboro State Colleg and
Western Kentucky University use Teacher Corps project funds to
support university faculty develop ent. USOE Deans' Grants; have
been used in bilingual education nd special education to !target
faculty growth in selected areas. Th State University of New York
supports competitive grants for the i provement of undergraduate
instruction. and the. University of Te nessee at. Knoxville has pro-
vided grants to faculty. !

In some institutions a planned. on-ga ng program is in place. The
University of Toledo reports that its staf development sto4y "'is an
exercise in planned change." Both San Di go State and State Univer-
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sity College. Oneonta. New York. describe a variety of developmen-
tal programs. These include workshops for faculty on topics such as
competency-based education. multicultural education. and PL 94-
142.Some involve consultants. while man.), are led by faculty. Goal-
setting retreats. course and program planning sessions. and faculty
assessment are some of the activities conducted locally. Visitation to
other programs and sabbatical leaves are other developmental ac-
tivities.

The University of Massachusetts developed the Clinic for the Im-
provement of University Teaching and Stanford initiated the Center
for Teaching and Learning. The first supports faculty development
of teaching competence within the university. while the second has
assumed a regional mission in improving teaching. At Mas-
sachusetts. staff from the clinic work individually with faculty
members to help identify problems and correct them in a manner
that is reinforcing to the teacher. At Stanford. workshops are offered
on interdisciplinary teaching. its intellectual and pedagogical is-
sues. Kansas State University has organized a Center for Faculty
Evaluation and Develdpment. Instructors identify their own objec-
tives for a particular course, have students assess their progress to-
ward these goals. and follow up with teaching improvement ac-
tivities. Virginia Commonwealth University has a Teaching Labora-
tory where faculty members can obtain descriptive feedback about
their teaching from trained observers.

California State University at Northridge has established an insti-
tute for the Advancement of Teaching and Learning. Faculty mem-
bers selected by the president are assigned quarter time to the insti-
tute and spend a half day a week in on-going discussions on topics of
interest. Syracuse University has a Center for Instructional De-
velopment where the staff. working with departments or teams,
selects an instructional improvement project. creates an "ideal" and
then a -real" design. and plans for the implementation and evalua-
tion of the project. Glassboro State College has employed micro-
teaching and other self-evaluative. non-judgmental devices in staff
development. Texas Tech University has provided state leadership
in a process of clinical supervision for university faculty. Small
learns of faculty observe each other's teaching. provide feedback.
and develop plans for improvement.

7
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The University of Cincinnati organized a Faculty Resource Center
and the State. University College. Oneonta. developed the Instruc-
tional flesourCes Center. both designed to support the faculty de-
velopment process. Several. including the universities of Mas-
sachusetts. Cincinnati. and Tennessee. have publications which are
available to other institutions.

Both grant support and institutional programs provide direct staff
development opportunities. A third means of doing so might be
categorized as "indirect." It is the spin-off that occurs for college
faculty when they are actively involved in public school inservice
activities. It is difficult to obtain descriptions of how this occurs.
Glassboro State refers to its attempt "to improve inservice education
for school personnel** and its "collaborative effort in pi:ogram de-
velopment." Western Michigan University emphasizes the Educa-
tion Support Team that works with the client school or system. In
any case. when college personnel are actively involved in the public
school setting, the benefits no doubt flow in both directions. Hope-
fully, college staff make a valued contribution, but in addition the
activity often becomes one of renewal for them as well.

The following pages contain two commentaries on staff develop-
ment as related to delivery of inservice education. One was written
by lean Winsand, Director of Inservice/Continuing Education at the
University of Pittsburgh. Dr. Winsand has projected a paradigm for
examining the roles related to inservice education of school person-
nel. In her model. Winsand delineates theory development, theory
translation, and change facilitation. University faculty assume dif-
ferent role expectations as a result, of each of these functions in
inservice education. The second commentary was contributed by
Theresa Lori°, Assistant Director of the Detroit Center for Profes-
sional Growth and Development. She suggests basic steps to be fol-
lowed in the development of a college staff development program.

The Role of Higher Education
in Inservice Development

b! lean Winsand

For the past several years. as the need for preservice education has
been drastically reduced. institutions of higher education have
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turned to the inservicing of classroom teachers. This interest has
been late and. to be holiest. often self-serving. This rather sudden
and often ill-considered interest in the "field" and inservice teachers
has not served to tend greater credibility to many of higher educa-
tion's efforts to become relevant to the schools.

Despite the multitudinous problems and challenges facing higher
education relative to the inservice process. I would suggest that
there are excellent examples of institutions which have established
exemplary interaction programs with basic education and are mak-
ing excellent contributions to the inservicing of schools. In each
instance where such an effort has succeeded. a careful theoretical
base for operation has been established and worked through. It is the
purpose of the following to examine a rationale for the involvement
of higher education with basic educational institutions in inservice
efforts,

The Rationale

In the document Higher Education's Bole in inservice Education,
Denemark (1977) made two points which need to be considered in
discussing the role of higher education in inservice education. They
included the concern that: (1). the college-based teacher educator
needs to be viewed as a practitioner also; (2) teacher education may,
in fact. not be theoretical enough: (3) field-based experience is
meaningful insofar as it is linked with theoretical or foundational
studies. These statements clearly suggest that the role of higher edu-
cation does indeed have a major theoretical responsibility connected
with it. In the same document. Ede !felt commented that schools of
education need to give attention to self-learning and need to con-
sider new types of personnel for inservice education who can. func-
tion as field agents or as school-college coordinators. Both of these
comments can be considered as guides to higher education's role in
inservice. Recent research in educational opinion has identified
some concepts relative to role identification and responsibility
which seem to provide support for the development-of a role expec-
tancy framework for institutions of higher education. Current con-

'cepts of role function as a means for identification of role expecta-
tion suggest that. if an institution of higher education can identify
those role functions which pit can most.effectively perform. certain



Figure 2
Role Responsibility Chart

Areas of Inservii.e
Higher Education
ResponsibilityCompetency

flash: Education
ResponsibIlIty/Competency

Individual
Responsibility

1. Theory
Examples: Piaget,
Kohlberg. Learning

. Theory. en:.

2. Philosophy
Examples: behavior
modem id ion. open
environment, limit to
the basis.

3 Basic skills :teacher)
Examples: wading.
writing speaking.
teaching.

4. Competency growth

5 Change in system

Values identification
.uni growth

-

Development of theory. Translation
of theory to practitioner, Resour-
ces: time. energy. support services.

Philosophical challenge. Resources:
lutowledge base, research base.

Preservice programs. inservice
accountability models (follow-up
on preservice productl.

Identification of necessary leatiher
competencies. Pieservice, inservice
skills in competency-based education
relative to certification. etc.
Prediction of change conceptualiza-
tion. Evaluation of change proces-
ses. Note: Belief systems change
as a result of knowledge acquisi-
tion. Sentiments change as result
of tension management. Both legiti-
mate roles of !HE.
Freedom to challenge values and
create cognitive dissonance telative
to beliefs. Work with individuals
an -I systems to examine. respond In.
and challenge values.

Practical application of theory.
Reality testing. Resources: su-
pervisory personnel. adminis-
trative support, classroom teach-

, ers and students for reality
check.
Support for testing of personal
and instructional philosophies.
Resources: schools goals and
philosophies. community access.

Identification source for weak.
ne.sses in skills. Institutional
support (supervision. ettl.

Support systems for change to
CBE and necessary inservice co.
operative training programs.

Identification of system change.
Identification of needed teacher
competencies occasioned by change.
Support services (supervisory.
administrative).

Support for changing individual
values. Reality based tests of
values of individual and insti-
tutions. Work with IHE and indi-
videels.to examine, respond to.
and challenge values.

Study -and review of
theoretical bases fur
classroom practice.
Resourze: practical
experience.

Adjust philosophy
through critical
analysis.

Self - assessment of
needs and weaknesses.

Self-assessment.

Self-assessment of
competency for change.

Self-assessment.

*Aras of loservi4 e identified ire .9 Pennsylvania Department of Education document defining graduate-level inservice credits.
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role expectation can then be clarified. Given this identification of
role expectations. it becomes possible to develop a conceptualiza-
tion of the necessary training of higher education personnel to fill
role expectations. Drummond 11978) identified sixteen emerging
roles for college-based teacher educators. Several of these rcis
would be appropriate to the higher education institution functions
in inservice..

What is still needed in cooperative inservice efforts between
school district and college is the activity of locally assessing the
necessary role functions and capabilities of each participating in-
stitution before the development of individual role descriptions. A
very necessary activity involves a cooperative identification of the
kinds of inservice activity necessary in a given locality. With this
identification. a careful determination can be made of the various
role functions necessary to carry out the activity. Once these func-
tions are identified. it should be possible to specify which agencies
or institutions are most prepared to respond to the functional needs.
This is the role expectation task. In the accompanying role responsi-
bility chart (Figure 2) this type of activity has been carried out.

If one examines the functions of inservice, the first function is
theoretical development and the communication of pedagogical
theory. It is clearly evident that higher education. because of its
structures allowing for research and academic study for the
pedagogical function, is competent and therefore should be respon-
sible for the development of much educational theory and, further-
more, for the translation of educational theory to the practitioner.
The resources which higher education has available for this function
include time for study, support services such as libraries and Com-
puter assistance. and the fact that the reward system at institutions of
higher education is clearly based on this type of activity as an ex-
pected role.

If one examines the responsibility or competency of basic educa-
tion in the same area. one would determine that the application of
the theory, or what we might call reality testing, is a more appropri-
ate responsibility based upon the functions of the basic education
group. Here the resources include supervisory and administrative
personnel and the availability of classroom situations to provide a
reality check function for theory development.



6.1 Intprov ing Professional Practice

Even the individual teacher and/or educator has some responsi-
bility relative to theory development. It would be the responsibility
of the individual to continuously update and review theoretical
knowledges for use in his or her classroom practice. The problem of
sorting out organizational versus individual responsibilities for
professional growth is something that ought to be carefully consid-
ered in this process. This necessitates a very clear definition of pro-
fessional growth goals and functions by both the individual and the
institution. It is this author's experience that rarely do individual
professional growth goals and institutional growth changes coincide
vezy effectively. This problem probably relates to the development
levels of inservice at this time. There very obviously needs to, be
personal. individual goal-setting in which the individual identifies
professional growth goals which are important to himself or herself
at any particular time ih his or her career. At the same tithe. educa-
tional institutions change goals. Cuiriculum and instructional pro-
cesses change as educational theory advances. Much more effort
needs ,to be expended in determining. how individual professional
growth goals can coincide with and be fitted into the institutional ,
growth goals so that both groups can be satisfied.

A model for consideration relative to this is Spaulding's (1474)
I.ife-Long Learning Model. It could be highly useful in discussion of
,distinction between organizational and individual professional
growth goals. This particular model could be considered in any dis-
cussiOn of the role responsibilities of organizations for it distinctly
suggests that certain organizations have greater ability to respond to
different-levels of professional learning goals.

Developmental Processes

Because of my firm commitment to process. both as a learning
activity and as a planning activity. I have structured this section as a
series of questions with discussion. The first question to be consid-
ered by any organization entering into this type of role definition
procesS ought to be: ..

1) What are the goals of the particular inservice education (hat is
planned? In other words. what are the necessary inservice needs of
the local school district; what changes are necessary: whiat are the

.. necessary conditions for the changes and hoW can these conditions
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best be met? This establishes the institutional need. Once this type of
school planning process has been accomplished, individual needs
relative to the institutional changes must be identified.

2) What nre the necessary inservice processes and functions to
fulfill the roles and needs of the various clients? Here. consideration
must be given to both institutional and individual growth and
change processes. .

3) What units are best equipped to develop or provide The neces-
sary processes and functions for this training to occur? The de-
velopment of a role responsibility chart. an example of which is
included here as Figure 2. could facilitate participating groups' con-
siderition of this cuestion./

Consideration of these three questions would result In the answer
to the next question:

4) What nre the role functions of the institution of higher educo-
tion in providing inservice education? The answer may or may not
suggest a role for higher education in any particular inservicing.
project. If the theoretical constructs of the proposed project are in-
cluded. one could assume a role for higher education. It would be
legitimate to suggest that the institution of higher education might,
in fact. determine that there are only a few role functions and re-
sponsibilities which it would legitimately wish to serve and thereby
limit its inservicing activities to those types of role functions. The
question concerns the appropriate role functions of the institution of

, higher education in providing inservice education. Some sugges-
tions. of course. are theory development, theory translation. change

_ facilitation. All of these are legitimate possibilities.
5) What role expectations become the responsibility of the institu-

tion of higher education as a result of accepting rolefunctions in
inservice education? Given that the institution may identify, for in-
stance. that it would concentrate on theory development, then it is
obvious that one of the role expectations would be that of researcher.
If theory translation is the process that is chosen. then the responsi-
bility of the higher education institution would be to provide people
in the role of teachers, workshop leaders, consultants. or on-site
facilitators. If the determination is that the institution of higher edu-
cation wishes to respond as a change facilitator. then the roles would
become change agent or change evaluator roles.
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The final question concerns the response of higher education
given the definition of the role expectations.

6) Given the definitions of role functions determined to this point.
which role responsibilities is 'this porticular institution of higher
education willing to accept? Once the institution of higher educa-
tion has determined that there are- certain kinds cif functions in
which it is most competent. and that there are certain kinds of role
responsibilities or expectations which it will fulfill, it is necessary to
determine the institutional competence to respond to those kinds of
questions. Some of the questions that would need to be considered
relative to this would be:

Staff availobility: is staff available with the necessary skills.
knowledge. and attitudes to fulfill the particular role expectations
expected by the client?

Appropriateness: Is this an appropriate activity for this institution
of higher education in view of all of the other goals of this particular
institution?

Efficiency: Is it in the best interest for this institution- of higher
education to respond to a particular inservice request in terms of the
most efficient use of available reslources?

Effectiveness: Could this institution of higher education expect to
respond effectively to the client inservice needs so that satisfaction
on the part of all persons is reasonably assured?

The basic premise of this commentary is the suggestion that in-
stitutions of both higher education and basic education have not
made a concerted effort to determine in which areas of inservice
education each of the institutions can function most effectively and
responsively so that the institutional needs of both sides can be most
comfortably and effectively fulfilled. A great deal of planning goes
into inservicing and it is not an area that has been neglected in
recent years. However. the planning prbcesses tend to diffuse the
distinctions between institutions of higher education and those of

.bisic education. One often finds personnel from higher education
conducting hands-on. "make and take" workshops and, in fact, oc-
casionally will find administrators and supervisory personnel and
some teachers in basic education who are dealing heavily with
theoretical concepts. This is not to suggest that this is not a healthy
process. In fail. in some ways this would be a highly desirable out-
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come. However. it does seem critical that higher education and basic
education conduckserious discussions and seminars with each other
to determine what are the most effective uses of the facilities of both
institutions. These kinds of discussions should not take place in
academic situations removed from the marketplace, but should lake
place wherever and whenever an institution of higher education
makes an attempt to respond to a basic education need for inservice
teachers. All parties should be involved in this kind of decision-
making including the teachers' organizations, as currently seen in
the development of the teacher centers. There is a concern that the
tear:her center concept may. in fact, encounter problems and dif-
ficulties very shortly un4ss it also involves itself in this kind of
decision. 1 ,

It is imperative that the inservicing process become a much more
P sophisticated. problem-solving process than it has too often been. A

problem-solving approach which recognizes and makes efficient use
of institutional 'differences and roles is a critical need in inservice
development.

In'

4

Developing Faculty DeVelopment Programs

by Theresa Lorio

William Bergquist (1978) maintained that there is need for both
change and stabilization. Change. in a call for new curricula, spe-
cialized programs. rescheduling. funding patterns. attitudes. skills,
and knowledge. Stabilization, in terms of a reflection on the institu-
tion's primary mission. What is that mission? Do faculty recognize
and ascrib.e to it? if institutions wish to bring about constructive
change and stahilization. there must be a clear sense of mission with
mutually agreed -upon goals. We must be quick to recognize that
elementary. secondary. and post-secondary_institutions share simi-
lar problems: low faculty mobility, tenured staff who have met all
the educational requirements for continuing certification, and an
apparent need for faculty renewal. .

Are we ready for the challenge and .change that is upon us? In-
stitutions of higher education have generally responded to the need
for faculty development through singular and individualized means.
A listing of existing college faculty development programs would
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include sabbatical /leaves, conference attendance, anckself-
improvement contracts, as well as other job-embedded and personal
development models.----- . .-

h o w can we begin to respond to the obvious need for change?
What approaches can be successful? What are some of the negatives?
If meaningful change is to come about, then the faculty development'
model most address change at three levels: (1) attitude. (2) process;
and (3) structure. Instructional improvement (process) without at-
tention to attitudes concerning value§. philosophies, and self-
perceptions is doomed to failure. What good is it to concentrate on
instructional improvement when the faculty member does not value
teaching and does not identify with the teaching model?

Faculty 'development programs must be consistent with the in-
stitution's Mission statement and must include a blueprint for. se-

tsponding to the various publics. Lei us suppose that the institution's
mission statement includes a response to'the request for the inser-
vicing of ,public school personnel and speaks to a transition from a
preservice mode to one which includes an inservice training model.
The resulting change must include provision -for faculty to move
together to a new mode of delivery. Staffs must critically assess their
Strengths and weaknesses and identify faculty members who are best
suited and equipped to deal with the rnitriad of problems evident in
today's public schools. The following are some basic steps that must
be explored if a meaningful college or university staff development
program is to come to fruition:

Collegial relationships must be established with all educe-
:

tional personnel.
College or university personnel must'often be the learners in

these collegial relationships.
Extensive planning to meet real and apparent needs must be

on-going.
- *Evaluation of the inservice programs to be delivered must be

\ considered in the planning stage.
A restructuring of the financial base and a redefinition of the

work load, to give adequate credit for field work. must be es-
tablished.

Let us suppose that the institution in question sees the handwrit-.
ing ,on the walldeclining enrollment.-loss of funding. etc: The
institutional response is to attempt to make the transition from a
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Strictly preservice training' ;lode to bile that includes au inservice
model., . ..***)

1. ' .

1) What kinds of problems may surface?
.. a),Attitudipol: is teaching &valued endeavotWjes the itstitu-

tion's stafkidentify with .the teach/kg model?
b) Process: How can instruCtiontil improvement be assured?

How do we butfinto.exiitingsystems of staff development?
c) Structure: flow do we prOide for funding? Can we work

through the tlroblems associated with credit production and
in load field Work? .

We must rememberithat ideas that are owned by groups are hard toV.
come by. and even piarder toehange.

2) What new skills may be needed for the delivery-of inservice
training? How do tOse skills differ from thoseused in college
course work? Some skill aivai.to be explored might include:

.
a) motivating-the adult learner; .

b) using the learner as a resource;
,.. c) interacting With adults:who ffielest -than willing to change'

from the status quo; 4 ...

d) developing a trust level related to college services that will
dispel/the "ivory tower" syndrome;

e) utilizing validated research in practice
ft planning cooperatively and collaboratively:
g) inservicer as learner. -...., A

These learning principles must be acknowledged add accepted: A.

a) Adult learners have a peed '10 be selfdirected.
b) Learning is more likely to occur in Pleasant, unforced sets

\. tIngs. .: . . .

c). (Learning is more successful if it is problem centered. .
d) Adult's can be taught to master various techniques and skills,

over time, if they are exposed to 'a consistent rotation of
theory and practical application iflilda Tabb). .

1
3) What problems may stem from the need to assess strengths of

the college faculty in terms of new and needed skills? . .

a) Assessmeift of strengths may be viewed as an encroachment
on academic freedom. -

b) Faculty development program evaluation may become
-* synonymous with individual faculty'in ember evalulition.

c) Can faculty attitudes be changed? What *out the colleague I.
"

.)
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who does not value teaching and does not identify with the
teaching model?

d) How does one fund a faculty development program to ensure
that identified needs are met?

4) What are some key considerations that must be included .in a'
plan for faculty development?

a) A mission statement must be developed.
b) ObjectiVes and goals mum be defined and mutually agreed

upori.
c) Key personnel. with power to institute the program. must

own the planned program.
d) Adequate funding must be provided.
e) Adequate time to plan for and to implement the program

must be provleed.
fl Procedures used must realistically lead to identified goals.
g) The plan for implementation must, include on-going evalua-

tion.
h) Commitment must be garnered from the top and all along the

1 ine. .

i) Human,. physical. and fiscal resources must be adquate and
consistent with the proposed outcomes.

5) How do we move college faculty through- stages of awareness.
readiness, and commitment? Faculty discussions about the nature of
teaching. and the realities of entrenchment, are one 'way to aid col-
lege faculty in becoming aware of the need for faculty development
programs. These discussions should lead to a redefinition of the
institution's mission statement and to a readiness to explore avenues
that will result in mission attainment. Comprehensive planning
must make use of maximum faculty interaction in order to develop a
viable course of action. The goals, objectives, and proposed out-
comes must be consistent with the institution's mission statement.
Commitment will be garnered if faculty has defined specific needs
and the process by which these needs are met.

6) Do we recognize that planning to plan and action planning are
not the same? Planning for action may be systematic and must take
cognizance of a rational use of human, physical, and fiscal resources.
A realistic time line and provision for evaluation and program revi-
sion must be included. As an aid to developing an action plan for
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problem resolution, let us consiller some basic techniques of inter-
personal influence. We begin with an analysis of the target:

a) Who are the most powerful people capable of Instituting
change?

b) Where are you the change agent. in relation to this power
base?

c) Groups have established norms. standards. and procedures.
What are they?

d) Groups tend to reduce discrepancy and confusion by doing
the following: (1) changing the person(s) trying to influence
the change; (2) changing themselves to comply with the pro-
posed change; or (3) rejecting the person(s) attempting
change.

The following are steps in the basic process for instituting change:
a) Identify goalsWhat do you wish to accomplish?
b) Identify the existing situationWhat is the status quo? Row

does it relate to the proposed change?
c) Diagnose sources of and susceptibility to power.
d) Identify blocking factorsWhat and/or who stands in the

way of the proposed change?
e) Decide what to do. Develop a plan of action.
f) Generate alternative strategies and tactics. Develops plans 13,

C, and D.
g) Select the best alternative and carefully plan each step.
h) Get feedback all along the way. Evaluate and redesign the

plan of action as a result of feedback:
It is essential to develop ownership for the proposed change by

aiding the group in terms of:
awarenessthat a problem exists.
readinessto plan for a change through assessment of need.

and
commitmentto the Implementation of a viable plan.

Influencing change is obviously not an instantaneous process; it may
take weeks. months. or years depending upon the discrepancy be-
tween the assessed need and the proposed outcomes.

7) What are some of the possible "causes of failure in academic
planning." as defined by H. R. Kells (1977)?

a) lack of consensus on the goals for planning;
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b) mismatch between planning procedure(s) chosen\and the
goals for the process;

1

\
c) lack of an adequate basis for planning; the: confideice to

project effectively (self study and institutional research) is
missing;

d) human relations failures: (1) asking people to! do things hey
are not equipped to do: (2) poor group' eadership; (3) Poor
communication processes in the group; (4) not identifying
the key resource people: (5) not making people aware of
another's strengths which results in lack of trust and lack Of
risk - taking: (6) not using intensive work assignements with a
clear beginning and an end in sight: 17) not rewarding par -'\
ticipants appropriately: and (8) not letting them understand t,
the context for their work. I

8) Poor process management;
a) data not available at the time when it can be used:
b) poor timing of the process; '
c) inadequate staff assistance;
d) inadequate funding:
e) thinking that production of a plan is planning;
0 inadequate participation, therefore little psychological

"buying in";
g) poor from the top; and
h) unclear task ssignment, poor charge to the subgroups.

Having viewed the state of the scene. key issues in assessing
needs. problems involved in planning. some influencing techniques.
and even possible pitfalls and failures. can we entertain the exis-
tence of hope? Robert Bush (1979) *lays "Yes!" He reminds us that
there are good training 'materials available. We know how to use
them and when to use them, but we rarely if ever put research and
available training materials into practice. . _...

As we look at the realities of the 1970s and 1980s, we must surely'
begin to recognize that there are new fields -to be cultivated and new
seed* to be sown. We must take stock of our strengths and utilize
them. We must be cognizant of our needs and satisfy them. We must
be ready to enter into collegial relationships and become both
teacher and learner. The opportunities and options that inservice
education holds for institutions of higher education are limitless.
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Conclusion

This chapter provides only a glimpse of the current scene in col-
lege staff development. Hopefully. that glimpse will arouse on-going
interest. The references following provide excellent suggestions for
initiating. designing, implementing. and maintaining staff de-
velopment programs particularly for those persons engaged in the
preparation of teachers. and the processes are described in far more
detail than can be reported here. We are reminded to consider the
mission of the institution; the on-campus and off-campus influences
and climate: and the need to gather information about needs. expec-
tations. the wealth of materials currently available, and possible
sources of stable funding. Specific procedures will vary widely as
reflected in the brief program descriptions provided. Regardless of
the final scheme designed, institutions are urged to explore their
own potential for faculty development. The problems are complex.
but the benefits are great.
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PART III

Using Organizational Structure
Effectively

institutions such as schools and colleges are organized in ways that
are constantly chcnging; so too are their governance structures. their
formal and informal communication systems, and their manage-
ment relationships. Schools may be organized for open-concept
buildings, team teaching, accommodative education, nursery,
m:le:torten experiences, middle schools, or any other of the
myriad systems that can be utilized. The average teacher/student
ratio and the ratio in special circumstances are organizational in
nature. The number and role-description of administrative and
quasi-administrative personnel, nature of line and staff personnel,
and the size of the school district relate to organizational shifts.

The educational consortium. composed of representatives from a
number of constituencies. is a major new organizational thrust af-
fecting staff developMent. Fermented by the federal, teacher center
legislation, the evolving relationships among teachers, school ad-
ministrators. and university personnel provide a new approach to
staff development. in the complexities of inservice program im-
plementation strategies. such consortia are important stimulators to
progress. but their growth and development require careful
nourishing. Several questions may be posed which probe the role of
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organizationlgovernancelcommunication structures and their rela-
tion to inservice education:

What institutions or individuals should be included in gover-
nance of the staff development program?

llo program modifications require a new structure? Different
management learns?

is the decision-making process evident?
What is the nature and structure of the management team?
Are management team roles, responsibilities. lines of author-

ity and communication clear?
Wave resource needs been thought through and resources allo-
cated for installations?

Are there any physicarrairditia-that need modification?
Aro records open? Available to whom, under what conditions?
ls there :1 receptive 'feedback system designed to be sensitive

enough to detect problems early?
ls communication open among various institutions involveda

in staff development?
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CHAPTER FIVE
Staff Development through Collaboration
in a Rural Setting

Robert L. Stevenson. Jack Neel. Robert A Cobb.
and Teresa O'Shea

The continuing professional developinent of all personnel in a
school. district charged with the responsibility of designing and im-
plementing an instructional program for all children is essential if
educators are to meet the challenge of education today. New
strategies. new methods. and new technologies must be developed.
Teachers. principals. supervisors. and superintendents must con-
tinually look fOr better ways to establish a climate that will enable
students to accomplish learning objectives more quickly and with a
greater degree of confidence.

The responsibility for guiding the professional growth of all.edu-
cators. regardless of job assignments. should be a shared responsi-
bility between the individual. the school district, and the teacher
education institutions. Unless these three entities work coopera-
tively to enhance the growth of each professional. the chances of
maintaining a high level of performance by school personnel and.
consequently. increased achievement by students is, indeed. slim.
These statements represent the philosophy of the Professional De-
velopment Center Network of Southcentral Kentucky.

Twenty-three rural school districts in Southcentral Kentucky and
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78 Using Organizational Structure

the College of Education of Western Kentucky University have rec-
ognized the desirability of a collaborative effort to enhance thd
growth of professional personnel. These organizations have entered
into a consortium. the Professional. Development Center Network.
with the following goals:

to systematically assess the problems and concerns of each
professional in the consortium;

2 to establish a staff development training system which will
be responsive to the professional needs of each professional
in the consortium;

3) to assist in identifying the programmatic needs of each
school district in the consortium: and

4) to design and deliver training activities to meet the pro-
grammatic needs of each district irr the consortium.

Organization an (14Governa n ce

The Professional Development Center Network (Figure 3) includes
23 public school districts. several parochial schools. and the Labo-
ratory School and College of Education of Western Kentucky Uni:
versity. There are 163 schools. 3.281 teachers. and 66.889 students in
the organizations within the Network. The Network spans an area of
approximately '7.200 square miles.

To facilitate effective educational programs relating to thospecific
personnel needs &the organizations in the consortium. the Network
is organized into four Professional Development Centers (Figure 4).
Each Center serves from four to nine school districts and seeks the
active collaboration of the participating organizations in utilizing a
wide range of educational resource
development and training activiti
field based.

The Network is governed by
member frum each of the par
sion member must be a perso
who can niake policy decision
commission is the policy -maki
resources to the Centers for the i
and training activities. The comma

meet specific needs. Staff
r cooperatively designed and

commission which is composed of a
icipating organizations. The commis-

within the organization represented
and allocate available resources. The

body of the Network and allocates
lementation of staff development

ion functions as a collaborative
, decision-making bo
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Each Center in the Network has an advisory council comprised of
instructional representatives from each organization serviced by the
Center. It is this body which gives direction to the activities of the
Center. The advisory council makes recommendations to the com-
mission regarding °staff development activities, but it does not make
policy or allocate resources.

Figure 3
Professional Development Center Network
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Legend:
I Bowling Gieen PDC 2 Glasgow PDC

(Location of PDC Network Office 3 Owensboro PDC
and Western Kentucky University' 4 Elizabethtown PDC
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by Using Organizational Structure

The purpose of the Center is to
44 1) assist local organizations in identifying staff development

;Intl training experiences appropriate to the professional
needs of individual staff members;

Figure 4
Administrative Organization of the Professional Development Center Network
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2) identify and secure resources to assist in the design and de-
livery of activities' appropriate to the educatiorial develop-
ment of individual staff members;

3) encourage optimal utilization of the resources of the partici-
pating organizations for the provision of training and educa-
tional development; and

4) provide information which may be used by the participating
organizations in assessing their present education profes-
sion's programs (preservice and inservice). improving those.
programs, and developing new programs.

Process of Needs Assessment

In an effort to provide staff development activities which address
identified .needs. the Professional Development Center Network
conducts an annual needs assessment within each member school
district. The assessment instrument for this effort is cooperatively
developed by the PDC Network staff. the PCD advisory councils, and
the local school district inservice committees.

The first step in the development of the needs assessment instru-
ment is the formation of an item pool. The item pool is generated by
administering a preliminary inservice survey (Figure 5) to the pro-
fessional staff of each participating school district in the Network.
Responses to the survey are then summarized. with the most com-
mon needs being placed on the needs assessment instrument (Figure
6).

Each item on the needs assessment instrument measures both the
knowledge level and the concern level of the respondent. The
knowledge level assesses the perceived expertise each respondent
feels at the time.of the survey. The concern dimension measures the
perceived 'need for a staff development activity in the area of the
specific item.

An important part of the needs assessment instrument is the de-
mographic section. With the collection of basic demographics. it is
possible, to ask questions of the data on a local school or school,
district basis as well as more detailed informatio-nal questions. such
as the basic staff development needs of primary teachers as com-
pared to secondary teachers. .

Once the needs assessment instrument is developed. it is distri-
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Figure 5
Preliminary Insarvi ce Surrey. 1980

Using.Orgunizu,ionui Structure .

k.

. Type.ni School (please check): Elementary, Secondary_
" Please rank your inseivice needi by giving specific titles of workshops you would
like to have in your school district.

Workshop Descriptions:
1. AwarenessTheory presented with limited practice.
2. Skill DevelopmentPractice on skills related to theory.
3. Classroom ImplementationApRlic'ation of skills in classroom planning and

presentation.
4. Follow- pSharing session on classroom experiences.
5. Sequen al workshops including 1-4 above!
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6uted to eat:h school district, through the PDC' adVisory council
monikers. When the instruments are completed, the advisory council
members collect them and return them to the PDC staff. The data are
then entered 'Mt° the comptiter for processing 'and analysis.

,-.....
. . .

. ..- ..Figures . .
Professional Development Center 'Network Needs Assessment. 1979180

'One of our majorio:thris to continually assessand restiond .to' the needs and
concerns of those we sAk to Serve. Therefore. ideatifying network needs and con-
cerns is a basic determinant .inmprkshop planning and implementation.

Pleassnomplete the following informational sheet before completing the inventory.
'Mardi you for ymir cooperation in this very impertaniesk.

I. District in which employed:
2. School where employed.

. .
3. Age: 20-29 30-39- 40-49_ 50-59 60-69.-._.-
4. Sex: Male .

5. Present level of profesijonal preparatton'
Baccalaureate/Rank Masters/Rank i1 Rank

6. Years of teaching experie,rice -
. 7. Years in present SC41001 or position.

8. Circle the number if the title which best describes your present position.
1 Elementary Teacher 6 High School C.ounselor,
2 Jr. ilighiMiddle School Teacher 67 Elementary Princip4t
3 High School Teacher Ir. HighlMiddle School Principal
4 Elementary Counselor 9 High School Principal ..
5 Jr. HigtvMiddle School Counselor 0 Central Office Staff

9. If you are a teacher. circle the grade level(s) of the students you are presently
leaching.

2 3 , 4 5 fk 7 8 9 10 11 12
. .

vs.

10. If you are a lead/fr. circle the number of the one subject area which best repre-
sents your major leaching responsibility.

#

1 All subjecls (Elem.) 7 Librarian.
2 Language Arts I 8 Physical Education
3 Reading 9 Special Education

-4 Mathematics : 10 FoVeign Language
5 Sciencf. I t'A Art
6 Social Studies; 12 Musir-..

13 Vocational Education
(Agriculture. Business.
Home Economics. Indus-

, trial or Distributive
Education)

14 Other (specifq)
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Figure 0 (continued),

Please complete the following inventory by circling Ike number which best repre-
sents your present frelings concerning the given tunics.

Using Organizational Structure

Exorriple:

Aerospace Education
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Developing Classroom
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3. Developing Individual Ed.
Plans OEN

4. Developing Scope iinsl
Se(1011101:0 Charts
IMVPIO ping Eau( ational
Television Curricula

o. I Utter IName)._

t: Alternative Teaching Stragegies
1. Utilizing Newspapers in

the Classroom
2. Learning Centers
3. Mainstreamink
4. Mastery Learning
5. Models of Teaching
ti. Motivation Strategies
7. Indiiidual Instruction

D. Management Techniques
1. Behavioral Management
2, ClassroorniDiscipline

Management
3. Management by Objectives
.4. Situational Leadership

Management
5. Safety Management in the

Classroom
B. School Law
7 Counseling Parents and

Students
B. Other INamel____

E. Evaluation
1. The Kentucky Educational

Improvement Act
2. Administering and Inter-

preting the MIS
3. Administering Diagnostic

Tests
4. Developing Local Educaliona

Improvement Plans
5. Other Itslamet_____
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Selection and Design of Staff Development Activities

A computerized report for each district is prepared which sum-
marizes local results of the needs assessment instrument. This reort
includes a stratified rank ordering ofneeds expressed by elementary
and secondary teachers. counselors, and administrators. Advisory
council mernher;. meeting with local inservice committees, review
these &inland determine the staff.development needs on a local and
regional basis. Recommendation from these meetingsare presented
to the PDC Network for inclusion as staff development topics to he
developed.

Once districts have reviewed their needs assessment data and re-
commended topics for staff development, the PDC Network staff
begins designing and developing Specific activities which will meet
these individual recommendations. The design of staff development
activities incorporates five fund: ental principles to insure con-
tinued involvement at the distri level and to maximize the utiliza-
tion of resources:

1) Activities must be field ased.
2) A development (mil is rmeil consisting of individuals

proficient in the topic area who represent both higher edu-
cation and the practicing profession,

3) The development team must agree to deliver the activities to
local'districts.

4) The design must include activities,at four levels of develop-
ment:
a) awareness:
b) skill development:
c) implementation: and
d) refinement.

5) Training activities mist directly involve participants.
Concluding the selection and design of staff development ac-

tivities, the PDC staff develops a schedule of staff development top-
ics for the entire Network (Figure 7). This schedule is then dissemi-
nated throughout the Network -where teachers. counselors, and ad-
ministrators make their selections and complete a computerized
registratien card. The registration card (Figure 8) facilitates ttie
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timely registration of participants and provides information helpful
to the leader for tailoring and individualizing the staff development
activities to specific needs. information collected on the registration
card includes the grade and subject matter taught by cad) -partici-e
pant. the school district front which employed. and the ratings of
knowledge and concern for the staff development topic.

Figure 7
Schedule for a Typical Staff Development Topic

NH my ATioNi sTRATE( atis
wakshop No. Li

Ibis awareness workshop will soges1 effective techniques for tnolivating c:hiltlren in
the ( lassmont. Parbripants will explore WUi gitiri knowledge Of techniques for both
group and individual }notes es.

Thurs.. Sept. 13 -1:041-6:30 -18 Butler Counly
Xlurgantown.

Toe.. Sept. lo -1119-ti. 10 P.M. 51Lewisburg School
Lewisburg.

Thum, Sept 27 A:00-0:30 P.M. 52Franklin-Simpson 11.5.
Franklin. 11/4"Y

"rues . Oc.l. 2 338-8.110 P.NI. 43 Hart County H.S.
%lunfordville.

f kr. 8 4:00-1)3(1 (ESTI 50Meade f;o. Middle School
Brandenburg. KV

Thur... t 1 I -1:00-0: 141 P M. d7 Bowling Green 115.
Howling Green. KY

Toe.. Ot t 10 -I:00.0:311 P.M. 53Warren Central H.S.
Dowling Green. 1Y

Mon.. 0.1, 22 4:00.6:30 P.M. (FSTI 50Elizabethtown H.S.
Elizabethtown. KV

'Thur.. Nov 11. 1:30.1):011 P.M. fit/lancet:It County Hs.
Hawesville. KV
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Staff Development

1:13,e Professional DOvelopment Center Network offers the °ppm.-
tunity`cor profe:;sionals at all levels to become involved in staff de-
velomilinif at :he design and dilliveryiti-vel:?orsons performing this
ruler must be sure that the information they are sharing is the most
valid and reliable available, Because of this, designing and deliver-
ing staff devoloPment activities is probably the best form of staff
development.

The Professional Development Center Network offers leaders the
v

opportunity to upgrade themselves in their areas of concern. Funds
are made available to allow leaders to attend workshops. purchase

'training maferials.:and field lest the activities designed. The oppor-
tunity to collaborate 'witIrprofessionals at different levelstheory or
practiceis also an added benefit.

Evaluation of Staff Development Activities

At the conclushin of each staff development activity, participants
complete a six-point evaluation instrument (Figure 91 which focuses
upon objectives common to all stuff development programs. Objec-
tives measured by.the evaluation include:

I) participant knowledge and concern for the topic prior to at-
tending the staff development activity;
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Evaluation data of each activity are summarized and a conference
is held witll4the workshol. leader. -Strengths and weaknesses are
discussed. and the activity is refined baied upon the data.

funding of Network

Funds for the operation of the Professional Development Center
Network are obtained primal jiy frz;o1 school district merplterships'.,
Membership fees.are established by the commission and assessed on
adequitable basis by formula. The formula currently requires each
district to pay $1 for each student in average daily membership, but

',lot wore than a total of $3.000. Since staff development funds are
limited. the commission felt that no district, regardless of its size.

..lhould be requ'red to pay a disoropertionate share of the cost of the
operation. Most districts in the Network are of similar size, however,

ear and to be'met:
5) the extent to which the activity involved participants; and
6) articipant knowledge of and concern about the topic after

. ; the session. .-

and do-not-pay the' maximum amount.

. ..

Evaluation data of each activity are summarized and a conference
is held witll4the workshol. leader. -Strengths and weaknesses are
discussed. and the activity is refined baied upon the data.

funding of Network

Funds for the operation of the Professional Development Center
Network are obtained primal jiy frz;o1 school district merplterships'.,
Membership fees.are established by the commission and assessed on
adequitable basis by formula. The formula currently requires each
district to pay $1 for each student in average daily membership, but

',lot wore than a total of $3.000. Since staff development funds are
limited. the commission felt that no district, regardless of its size.

..lhould be requ'red to pay a disoropertionate share of the cost of the
operation. Most districts in the Network are of similar size, however,
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and do-not-pay the' maximum amount.
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and do-not-pay the' maximum amount.
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Local school districts determine_their own sources of funds, Most
districts use part of their Title IV; project money to join the consor-
tium. ,. .

The ,university contributes its share of the operational cost by pro-
viding space, office equipmept. telephone. and .custodial services.
The diree.tor if the Professional Development Center 'Network is a
university staff member with full-time responsibility to the Network.

The fiscal agent for the Network is a member of the staff of a public
.
school district. This arrangement simplifies the operation of the
Network and enables it to submit proposals for outside funding.

Related Activities

A.collaborative relationship between higher education and pubig
.schools enables the Professional Development Centio Network to,
become involved in all areas relating to education.

Research is a continuing concern and. one which :must -be
addressed. The Professional Development Center Networkinstituted
a program entitled "Research and Evaluation for Public Schools" -----
This program initidtes action research at the local district level. In
operation- only two years. the program has completed 40 studies.

The Professional Development Center Network also assists in the
preparation of joint proposals for submission to outside agencies for
funding. This effort enables everyone involved with the.Network to
stay on the cutting-edge of education.
{b. , ,
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GlIAPTERSrX 1

Staff Development for a Large School District
Mira Baptiste and H. Prentice Baptiste. Jr.

With some 18.0,00 staff members assigned to approximately 200
sites. the Houston (Texas) Independent School District Is a compli-
cated organization. Its staff development activities involve the kinds
of attention and,planniug necessary n my to serve a laige popu-
lation. but also to accommodate the la! 'needs attendant upon
urban sprawl ov a large geographical ea. Examples will be drawn
from the plans and programs which collectively comprise-staff de-
velopment within the Houston system to illustrate successful

m'strategies devised to meet the multifaceted needs of individuals.
organizations. and the total urban community,.

-Staff development.- as used in th's chapter,will always imply a
,..

dual focuson the individual and on the organizationin deter.
mining the needs to be addressed and the services to be delivered.
The term will describe the aiding. supporting. encouraging.-and
continuation of learning opportun'ities and experiences whioll afford
the staff members of a school district with a planned program for the
improvement of the quality of instruction and educational services
to the children of the community. Closely related terms in common
usageprofessional development. continuing education. on-job
training. professional growth. and inservice educationmay have
specialized meanings and may be used for purposes of inclusion and'
exclusion. as well as to show related concepts that are similar.

91
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With4n the past Iwo years the concept of staff development...has
undergone a comii,lete change in I lonston: still responsive' to the
needs of-teadiers. adminstrators. ana support personnel, staff de.
vellifiment has had to facie, increasingly tat future public need in
rapidly (hanging educational.circumstances. The Hoard of Educa-
Wm :and the.General Supetintendentbegan to anticipate what lay
Ikea& and the necessary preparatinus for continual professional
growth were woven. as a common thread into a compreherisjvii plan
for staff support. Parameters for development of the program were
economic and political pressures from legislative mandates, pro-,
grams sponsored by state agencies. the school district's own initia-
tive. the desire (or survival in the 80%s, We quest for-control of
salaries'. and the program. development efforts of ,professional or.
gall izat ions. .

.

Inservice Education . .

, .

By.August 1 of each year the Houston Independent Schoill District
on221; Ho with thii Texas State Hoard of Education inservice plans for
each of its six administrative *peas. This means that the Area Deputy

"Superintendent and hfs or hestaff in each of those areas must begin
planning early each spring and submit a plan no later than ItilY 1.
The formality of the procedure arises from State Board of Education
Policy 14,02 mandating eight days of inservice eduebtion during
each school year and detailing requirements for the use of those
days:*

Not more than three cloys of the required eight days may be
used as preparation days. The school district may. at its discre-
lion. count as part of the duyA allowed for inservice training
those instructional workshops planned by or sponsored by re
gionel education service centers. the Texas Education-Agency.
or institutions of higher education. A miniman of one doy, or its
equivalent. of inservice speciul education training must be-pro- M,
vided for regular and special educators serving handicapped
students. Not more than one clay of professional association

'.1 Guide to fierier In emit i. Vitut onion «I 'frsoss (Austin, Tows: Tx.is 1:41111.ation
.1gnt %. Department of Pro)fissiornal Inoveltitimtit ,tittl lustriu tiunoil Servit es, Cif, 9
H41 01. NI.u. t9791
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urging?: nosy be counted as fill in-service day. Ndtte of the hi-
service (toys muy be used to- (Nimble! the business of profes--..
storm! uSsochitions. .4...,..

Partiipunts shall include profq4ionol and pansprofossi(Mul
; 'personnel, excepting clerical aides. . ..
, .

. The normal school calmitlar contains 183 days.-i 75 days of instruc-
lioor stud(ints plias 8 days of required inseryieo training, in addi-,
tiOn to which loco) school districts may iequiie further days of
instruction/inservico. ,... .

Before continuing contract leachers end othlistaff report forduty;
teachers -111w to the school Aiitrici receive.twci days of specialized.
inservice trainihg. All personnel, briith new and continuing. are on- k
gaged in preparation activities for three days before the school year
begins. Planning theim five (lays requires'the mord hutted efforts of
building principals. department heads. professional teacher organi-
zations. area support staff. superintendents, and other central offq:e
personnel. The complexity of this undertakingincluding that Of
designat inginservice sites within a city the size of Houstoncan be
illustrated by the fact that there is not a building within the school
district which even accommodate all the food-service personnel
for a central, inservice. .

. .

The preparatory activities at the beginning of,,the school year Oc-
cupy three of the mandated inservice training days for. continuing
staff. The remaining fiVe days of inservice are spaced throughout the
school 'year, with two of those days beihg spent in preparatory acti-
vites at the assigned sites. A program pioviding interaction between
parents, students. teicliers, and the school. called Operation Fail-
Safe, occupies another two or three days.

CooMination of the planning and reporting the planning to the
state agency is the charge of the 'Staff Development Department.
Considerable autonomy is retained by each of the six administrative
areas within the Houston independent School District. and peksonr
nel of the central office ad with comparable autonomy in developing

.plans to mesh with the lerger plan. The need for inservice training
'beyond' the required eight days is the responsibility of the six ad
ministrative instructional area superintAdents, based upon needs
assessment. Throughout the school year instructional specialists
provide a continuing program 3o serve the needs of new teachers,

, 105
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4 and federally funded programs idif ot pro..ide ninnies for ieservice,. attraining Of specialized groups of Warm:tors, For example. the
Enrgency School Assistance Ad .pregratu provides inservice in
multicultural oducatioa fur faculties of ESAA schools. Other inser-
vice opportunities are provided by the regional edui:ation sprvice
ceiiter. the county departth9ta, of .,iplucation, other local agencies.
local universities. various state and _federal agencies, and pear - level
programs from professional organizations. - : .'

4. Delivering inservice education to regular and special education
teachers al different levelsi.e.. elementary, seclindary.=hals..re; te
wired special technology..notably the utilization of closedcircult
cable television. Needs assessment surveys are takeir'and*coni-
pulerized before programs are planned so that needs common!!! all
teachers in the six administrative areas can he beamed broadly. and
programs on special needs can be airect to mbre limifed groups.

. Viewing sessions of one hour are planned, with the second half hour -
being devoted to live responses to questions received during broad.
casting. Several locations are equipped for viewing with closed cir-
cuit cable television, school sites are equipped with public broadcast
television, and video.recorred programs are shown to special
populations. .

Travel distance for administrative personnel 'ran be reduced by
conducting informational meetings through television hook-up
when vision*K important and through radio when it is not. The

... General Superintendent can speak to.all administrative personnel
assemhled at ten sites which receilie closed circuit cable television.
and a telephone system permiti dialogue between the sites and the
presenters during live broads s. Radio broadcasts are less expen-
sive for factual programs, are receivable at each site. and can employ
the same two:way communication as the television broadcasts.

r

. -.. Student Teaching

As previously mentioned. preservice preparation of new teachers
is separate from inservice education but is one of the connecting
tAireads to it. The Staff Develqpment Department handles placernent
of ahout 000 student teachers from approximately seventeen univer-
sities at the 200 sites within the Houston system. The variety of
.instrur:tional programs.offered attracts many out-of-state preservice

> and inservice teachers. .
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fireservitat itachitie :.:tutient teaching, intern:41141e, obser-.

vations. fielti-based activities. etc', The student leaChingisrpgram is a.
hindgimerated program linked to the teacher centers estiblished at
the local uniyersiiies. lnservice credit for the programs ; lust be pro-

vided to the supervising teachers orsubool:baseti leacl er educators
. in accordance with state legislation. .

)
The Staff'Seabi4a4ion Plan

* Studies leading to it unique feature of the llouslon independent:
. -School Dish-it:I.-the Staff Slahlilization Plait. 'u ilut lug the .-

197)179 year to delermitot; the factors which affected the per-
ceptionsand altitudes of administrators anti leachers in the lime:tom
system, anit subsequently. the amount of huicher turnover if tilt,
schools. Sul veo,ridence hulk: awl thei.-emoug thelactors affecting
job -satisfactioti and the %yell-being of teachers. campus level leader-

ship. student thscitplitte. security. and supplies were high cm the list
-of prforaties.'

As a restilit, of this surveyantLin rtkognition orllut importance of a
well-supptifted -faculty to a good edut:titional prograib. th;: Board of

'Educatiort.formulated a staff Stabilization Prim which was formally
impletnented in ()Chiller of I 979.IThis plan was in pail a response st.
thabove-average percenkage of staff turnover to which the peculiar

INKeconomy of the fitaislon-metropolitan area contriouted. Evidence bf
the problem was the fact that nod -year of 197111130 found Houston's"

4 school district still lackiag :WO tea(thers. All district administrators '
were t .share the responsibility for takingaffirmative, steps tspien-

e
hancit stabblization of staff.- .".. -

The overall objectives of the plan. as stated' in Article' Five [t.m-
plom,ep licies)..of the Board Policies and Procedures 5130.900. Were
fourfold: -

1) to raise the quality of instructonLand educational services to
. the children of the community:

2) to raise, the standards of the district as a whole..`. t
to aid the idual to grow and improve:

4) to estiblisall atmosphere of job satiidaclitm -and well being
among the district's employee:C

Critical factors identified by the district and addressed in theplan
e.an he cater prized into the folloiding major elements:

11 t.eadership (building area. dish-it:ILAll district miminis-
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Irsitors shared in the responsibility for Improving campus-
level administration and a number of plans .were designed
for use at the individual campuses. One of the plans de-
signed to provide a pfflional support system In new leachers
was to appoint Teacher Consultant Oaci Dieters in Title I and
ESAA schools.

2) Security.In order to provide teachers with n secure envi-
ronment in which teach. plans wore evolved to provide
each campus with Allistaffistudent assault investigation team.
building security inservice and check lift, vandalism' reim-
bursement; and security specialists.

3) Student discipline.A Code of Student Conduct provided
teachers with the right to deal with student discipline prob-
lems as they arose in the classroom.

4) Supplies.Four plans were devised to insure the availability
of instructional supplies: a basic supply list for each teacher,
a 'Antral supply store, a mobile supply van, and theAle-
veldpment of plans to meet the specific 'supply needs of
teachers in each huilding.

The comprehensiveness of the Staff StablIzation Plan in providing
staff support paved the way for the development of the special plans
hial will be discussed in the following pages.

The Second Mile Plan

Designed to recognize the commitment of classroom teachers to
the instruction of children, the Second Mile Plan recognized six
special dimensions of this commitment and established a point sys-
tem and special stipends for those 'lechers satisfying the conditions
of each dimension. The six dimensions for which stipends have been
paid are:

1) high pyiaity locatiad;
2) critical staff shortage;
3) extended instructional service:
4) outstansleng teacher attendance;
5) profeisibnal growth; and _

ti) outstanding educational progress by students.

The stipend offered for achievin' g each of the dimension* (under an

I 9 '1
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established point system) is $100, and a teacher may be eligible for
and receive more than one stipend. A total

teacher
$5 million has been

budgeted for payment of stipends to teachers in the first two years of
the plan's operation. A teacher must apply in writing to his or her
principal. and certifitation of compliance with baseline require-
ments by Personnel Services will activate payment of the stipend.

The first of the dimensions. high priority location. refers to
schools with concentrations of educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents. For each year of service at such a school. a teacher is eligible
for a stipend. Critical instructional areas in the Houston system have
bten defined as secondary science (742). secondary matheinatics
(7-12). bilingual (K-12). and special education (K-12). Teachers as,
signed to these areas are eligible for stipends under the plan.
Teachers qualifying under the third dimension of the plan are those
who conduct curriculum-related instructional piograms for students
after regular school hours. up to a maximum of 50 hours. The
stipend for teacher attendance is payment in exchange for ac-
cumulative leave days. No absence by the teacher during the school
year will earn that teacher $500 in exchange for five unused personal
leave days.

The fifth of the dimensions for award of stipends is successful
completion of prescribed college coursework. with achievement of.
grade B or higher. One prescription is for coursework in curriculum
and instuction appropriate to the teacher's assignment area; another
is for return to graduate school to acquire certification in areas where
critical teacher shortages exist. The final dimension of stipend
award applies to teachers whose students achieve an'academic gain.
as measured by standardized tests. greater than the median for simi-
lar schools in the district.

Additional support services for the district's personnel available
under this plan include: a staff support team to assist personnel
experiencing situations which adversely affect their professional
performance; staff financial counseling for personal financial prob-
lems; inserviCe on strategies for coping with stress; a transportation
network to provide staff with transportation to and from assigned

. duty stations; a committee for grievances and complaints regarding
professional practices; expanded legal services for employees; and
service recognition ceremonies.
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Teacher Facilitators

In recognition that the highest rate of professional turnover occurs
among nn.v teachers. the Houston Staff Development Department
was charged with the responsibility of developing a support system
for new instructional personnel. Two funding sources were used to
establishfa network of teacher consultant facilitators: Title 1 for the
elementahr component. and the Emergency School Assistance Act
(ESSA) for secondary schools.
Teacher facilitators work with new teachers on the campus,level

and are accessible on a daily basis to address matters pertaining to
professional growth and in-school relations and communication.
Either as single' individuals or in teams of two or three. teacher
facilitators serve one or two campuses with clusters of fifteen or
more teachers who enter a mutually agreeable working arrangement
each school year. Activities to increase instructional effectiveness
focus on such things as collaborative planning, multicultural edu-
cation, and varying management styles. Supervision of these peer-
level teacher facilitators and reporting their activities on a monthly
basis is the responsibility of the Executive Director of Staff De-
velopment.

Implementation of the plan for teacher facilitators began in the
1979/80 school year with the appointment of 14 facilitators at the
elementary level and 14 others at the secondary level. Teachers par-
ticipating in the programs at 30 schools h , overwhelmingly indi-
cated their satisfaction with the services in the form of feedback
questionnaires returned on a regular basis by the 450 teachers sur-
veyed.

Professional GrowthDegree Programs .:.

The concern of the Houston Independent School District with fu-
ture needs has been mentioned previously, and this concern has
obviously been stimulated by the burgeoning economic growth of
the area and the consequent population explosion. Needs assess-
ments conducted internally within the past five years have indicated
that shortages of bilingual administrators. reading specialists. nurse
educators. secondary mathematics teachers. bilingual counselois.
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instructional aides. secondary science teachers. and bilingual
teachers would occur within the district. Approximately 25
cooperative arrangements were undertaken with three local univer-
sities to provide coursework for 1-11SD personnel in the identified
areas. Most of the plans provided for a Master's degree program with
certification in the needed areas.

One university provides training for bilingual administrators and
reading specialists. Participating [-USD personnel receive tuition and
books on a reimbursement basis from the district. Each program
consists of at least 36 credit hours and the participating teacher is
certified in the designated area upon completion of the program.

Another university set up a Master's program for secondary-math-
ematics teachers. nurse educators, and bilingual teachers, with the
district paying for tuition and books of participants on a reimburse-
ment basis. Bilingual teachers are also certified after completion of
100-hour institutes. .

A third university pro. ides a bilingual counselor certification-de-
gree program on a reimbursement basis. and the training of instruc-
tional aides is accomplished at a community college through two
programs: one a career lattice leading to an associate degree. and the
other a clock-hour program for increased skills.

Each semester approximately 25 professional personnel enrolled
in Master's degree programs at each of the three universities. and 60
to 70 aides enrolled at the community college. Participating em-
ployees make commitments to remain in the program until comple-
tion and to remain with the4iStrict for two years after completion.
Within the last five years an estimated .300 teachers have received
certification/Master's degrees from these programs. and some 600
aides have been enrolled in one of the two programs, with several
aides continuing their training to graduation.

Under the Staff Stabilization Plan teachers are paid a direct
stipend for completion of each six hours of college courses that are
directly related to their assignments or that are in preparation for
certification in one of the areas of critical staff shortage.-The district
pays no stipend for courses in general educational administraticin.
counseling. and guidance. but the salary schedule for Bachelor's and
Master's degree levels is incentive for continued professional prepa-
ration.
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Administrative.Internship Program

In order to select and train a Cadre_ of individuals qualified for
consideration for principals hips. the Houston Independent School
District created the Administrative Internship/Renewal and Man-
agement Skills Updating Program. Department heads. in coopera-
tion with the Staff Development Department. set up competency
modules for various areas of administrative skill. Training' of per-
sonnel in the various competency areas invoives active participation
of candidates in the management of the school under the supervision
of the huilding principal and area superintendent.

All assistant principals assigned after August of 1979 serve a year
and a half of internship. Successful completion of the internship
program qualifies the individual for consideration for a principal-
ship. The program alio accommodates potential administrative can-
didates. Those not serving as assistant principals who see principal-
ship as a career goal are identified through recommendations and
interviews and are permitted to work toward administrative com-
petencies while remainifig in their presently assigned positions.

The program for the 1979180 school year identifies 9R interns.
including the assistant principals assigned in August. Department
heads within the school district have developed 50 training modules
divided into five categories: commtrnity-school relations. staff per-
sonnel development. pupil personnel 'development. educational
program development. and business and building management. The
instructor for each module is a practicing administrator (department
head) who implements activities according to an established time
line and evaluates the progress of participating interns. At estab-
lished check points the progress of the interns is reviewed by an
Internship Review Team comprised of.the General Superintendent.
the Superintendent for Area Administration. and the Superinten-
dent for Instruction and Support Services. Maintenance support for
the intern program is provided by the Staff Development Depart-
ment. which also assists the Associate Superintendent in the im-
plementation of each cycle.

Conclusion

Fifty years ago. staff development was a matter of individual
motivation. Teachers interested in gaining certification. increasing
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their salary schedules, or getting out of their classrooms. to other
positions took university courses. This process of self-improvement
was peculiar to this 4opntry and to the teaching profession within
this country.

The largest school district in Texas has moved far to the right of
the practice of fifty years ago. Programs and plans of HISD reflect a
growth approach based on the assumption that no one person can
ever master all the facets of the complex activity known as teaching
and that many routes and choices must be provided for individuals
of differing talents. This growth approach contrasts strikingly with
the defect point of view, which begins by diagnosing weakness.
programs to correct that weakness through change. and in doing so
de-emphasizes the rationality of individual choice.

A staff development program which provides a workable system.
allows for a wide range of individuality among staff members. in-
creases rather than decreases the options available. and assists the
staff member to clarify personal perceptions of self. school, and soci-
ety has been Conceptualized and implemented by the Houston Inde-
pendent School District for its staff members. At the apex of the
program is cooperative relationship, bolstered by realistic commit-
ments for follow-up. support. evaluation. and maintenance.
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PART IV

Planning and Developing Programs
\..._,,

The third area which can be employed in changing schools is ro-
grammatic in nature. Students study curricula composed of various
combinations of the traditional 3 R's and other subjects. The balance,
among disciplines shifts with sociological and political pressures.
During times of national emergency. American history and patriotic
themes are more s'rongly woven into the fabric of schooling. The
achievement .gc4s down, reading and mathematics are stressed.
Drugs are discovered in the high school and drug education is Miro-
duced into the secondary school curriculum. With new programs
comes the need for staff development.

lnservice itself is composed of substance. It can include areas as
diverse as teaching skills development, dealing with teacher stress,
aesthetic education, and Chisombop. Which of these is included in
options (indeed. if options even exist). and the relationship among
them become elements of staff development program's. Some ques-
tions of related to inservice programs include these:

Are program requirements-and components known (written?
available?)?

Are program materials readily available and easily obtained?
Are procedures for obtaining resources or using equipment
known?

Is there a process for evaluating the "fit" of program elements?
Do instructors and program personnel know how their con-
tribution is pail of the-overall program?

Is there a program evaluation system?
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*By what process are program elements and procedures re-
vised?

Who assesses competency achievement and at whet points in
the staff development program? Who is accountable for qual-
ity control?
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CHAPTER SEVEN
4,)Assessing Needs and Prioritizing t.Toals

Linda Rubin and John H. Hansen

.

Needs assessment is a process for recognizing the diff9rences be-
tween conditions as they are and as they should be. Even though
needs assessment is the first critical step in identifying problems to
be addressed during inservice training. there is Ito one "correct"
method to achieve it. if the process is to be successful, it must be
closely bound to the immediate needs Ma specific locality. a specific
institution or group of institutions. and specific individualsboth
students and. teachers.

The ultimate mid of needs assessment is to identify training goals
which can be used to bring about changes beneficial to the education
of children. As such. needs assessment identifies the sliffezences
between the information a teacher has to 'teach successfully and
what additional information he or she needs to be more successful in
a given area.

,...

American education is currently in a stage of rapid change as
response to the needs of a rapidly changing society. The educational
goal of the immediate past was to assimilate as 'many young people
as possible into the culture of middle class society. That goal is
changing slowly from Conformity to recognition of cultural differ-
ences among students so that individual needs can be identified and
individual abilities can be cultivated to tap the full potential of the
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..
student. Inservice training specific to local conditions is necessary if
teachers are tote.successful in this attempt:

liven though needs assessment must be site specific and the pro-..
toss must accommodate the whole speCtruin of local conditions. it
consists of three bask: steps: development of go') statements,
prioritization of identified goals. and selection of specific goals for
achievement. A variety of models for identifying and prioritizing
goals are available for adaptation. Three of them will be discussed in
the following pages.

identification of needs can take several forms depending upon the
target group and the degree of responsihility the program developer
is willing to assume. One group of processes requires direct teacher
involvement in the identification of the needs (Freedman. Huckaby.
and lames. 1975), The major piemise of this approach is that owner-
ship of a program which teacheis consklefrelevan is the best assur-
ance of involving the participating teachers in the program's suc-
cessful outcome. Another approach (OCUTE) assumes that those
outside the system to be improved are best able to study and observe
true issues from an unbiased position. It calls upon experts from the
field and from university settings to identify gaps at the root of the
surface problem and to acquaint the teachers involved in the pro-
gram with those gaps. in between these two extremes. other pro-
grams focus with varying degrees upon involvement of target groups
and experts in the effort which all programs have in common. to
identify the gaps between "what is" and "what should be" (Kaufman
and English. 1979).

.

After the gaps have been identified. they must be translated into
goal statments. desired outcomes {ends) as opposed to methods
(means). A goal must be thoroughly understood and explored before
any decision is made about how to reach it. Much educational failure
can be attributed to incorr and imperfeCt definition of goals.
When goals are imperfectly ide tified and confused with the means
to attain ;them. evaluation deteriorates to 'a simple choice between
use or non-use of methods. ,

Prioritization follo.vs identification of goals. It can be made at
several levels. spanning the range from client group decisions to
expert decisions. Who will prioritize is only one aspect of this pro-

. 11
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cuss. How the decision-makers will prioritize also deserves careful
consideration.' A few of the several proceisas available will be dis-
cussed in the following sections of this chapter..

The third stage of the assessment process. selecting goals to attain,
is a crucial one requiring consideration of several concepts simul-
taneously. Practicality. urgency. and availability of resources must
all betaken into account when choosing goals for insery ice training.
Determination of the mode to use will depend upon the specifics of
individual sites. Again. several methods for making these decisions
will be outlined. / -

As important as the three steps in the needs assessment process,
are. the time allotted for them is precious. The more direct the
teacher involvement. of course. the greater will be the .demands
upon the teaching staff. Even,relianCe upon an outside expert will
cut into teachers' time. since no responsible expert will ignore the
skills of the teachers involved or the information which can be de-
rived from 'their perspectives. Most models for needs assessment
involve teachers in one or both of the following ways:

.
Ascher generation of needs statements:
teacher reactions to needs statements generated by other pro-

\ fessionEtls and/or instructional experts.
Selection of appropriate participants in the process of decision-

making is not the only problem to be faced in the development of
inservice needs assessment. Cost (in both tiinkand-money) will force
choices in -types of data collectedaind frequency of collection. The
value of the data to be derived must be weighed against resource

lit varyrestrictions. Furthermore. he data derived may va widely Was-
sessment is done on'a district -wide basis. What is urgently needed at
one school site in a district may be insignificant at another. To add to
the challenge, needs assessments must take future as well as present
needs into account.-Toslay:s need may become yesterday's problem
by the,time planning and implementation are completed. Future
directions Of societal and educational, needs must be projected in
order to develop programs which are not too soon obsolete.

Potential problems other than those described can be expected by
those who try to develop inservice programt responsive to the needs
of teachers and school districts Anticipation of .those problems illb
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facilitated by understanding the characteristics typical of a success-
lid inservice needs assessment model. Experience has indicated the .
importattica of the following:

I) The teacher's input is requested. . .

2), The relationship between this input and delivery of inservice
training is visible.

:t) Individual !Wheel needs are identified and addressed as well
as district-wide needs.

4) Several sources of clots are used and a variety of perspectives
are solicited.

!) Models are chosen for flexibility and independence.of their
activities so that Clecision-makers can decide how much and
what types of data should be collected.

6) An -attempt is made to predict future netick of the school
district and the,teachers.

No one, model for needs assessment is a panacea. The three pre-
ienfed in the following pages represent varying approaches and
different philosophies. Individual circumstances should dictate the
proxiss to select for emulation. The selection presented here was
derived from the: work of a clinic on inservice education sponsored
by the American Association of Colleges for 'teacher Education held
in Chicago on March 1. 1979. A monograph was derived from sum-
mations 'of the processes descriad by clinic presenters. and that
monograph forms the basis of this chapter.

OCUTE . -.

Located on the campus O f the University of Oklahoma. the Okla-
homa Consortium for Urban Teacher Education (OCUTE) is goy-

*. earned collaboratively.by,iocal school agencies. six colleges and uni-
versities". sift; school representatives. district representatives. com-
munity representatives. and the State Department of Education. It
was originally established to develop a needs assessment process for
an ethnically diverse middle school. QCUTE's major goal is to es-
tablish and document those processes which are required for a
training project centered on client needs which is field based and
collaboratively governed. While the process developed can he
utiliied on a variety of target groups. the focus of this discussion will
be upon inservice teacher education, .., ,, :
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Thu ( ) AITE program develoPmegi process has four phases. 1116
first two of which involve several steps. Figure 10 outlines those
phases and steps.

r

Figure 10 .

,The OCliTE Program Development Process

Phase IDevi llop proposal
Step 1 Analyze project environment"
Step 2Determine possible protect gnals
Step 3Conduct preliminary needs assessment
Step 4Select project goals
Step 5Write proposal

Phase IIPlan program
Step 1Validate needs
Step 2Prioritize project goals
Step 3Determine program objectives
Step 4Design and develop programs

Phase IIIImplement program
Phase IVAssess program I

The first step of Phase 1 is assessment of the.project site environ-
ment. which includes information regarding philosophies. goid ob-
jectives. structures, etc., of all institutions' involved (i.e.. State' t
D.O.E., local school 'board. local school site, etc.). Such variables as
student, teacher, and administrator perceptions, physical environ-
ment, scheduling, and group strategies are considered. This leads to
determination of possible project goals from a criterion of attainment
possibilities. At the second step decision-makers determine the
range of potential (not limited to the possible) points of impact. The
preliminary needs assessment of step 3 complements the data de-
veloped in. step 1 to permit determination of the needs which the ,

selected process wills possibly address. Input includes teacher at-
, titudes and competencies. student attitudes and behavior, school
district needs, discrepancy evaluations, community needs.
administrator /superintendent perceived needs, and/or university
needs. FTCOM the objective -and subjective inforniation which is
gathered, the needs of greatest import emerg, to delimit the range of
potential goals. Goals are not ranked at tys time.

Phase 11. program planning, begins with an expansion of needs
assessement data gathered in Phase 1. Expansion is.achieved through

120
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tile user Of it variety of evaluation procedures and initraments (i.e..
fALiti newts Teachers Attitude Inventory. Cultural Attitude Inventay..
tvliddle School Isietids Assessment Questionnaire) and through the
use of such puriss infocntation us leant goals or objectives and
interpersonal 1.14(i-lions. Ti decision-mokers limn prioritize the
needs and determine possible staff daveloptnent activities, present-
ing these activities.to potential participants for ranking. Those with
the highest overall rankings are prioritized as the second step of this
phase anti are then translated .by the decision-makers into specific.
auctimplishable,Ineasurable program objectives which will provide
direction for design and-development of program activities. At this
point. 4hti actual development of the training program can he in-
itiatitd.

p

Phases Ill and IV involve implementation of the program and its
evaluation or review. The tt.oniplexity of the evaluation depends
upon how specifically the program objectives were described and
how meaeurhMe they 'are. Both pre-progtam and ptst-program mea-
sures are used. involving objective and subjective feedback from
participantsthis formative evaluation beegmesa part df:the inser-
vice process. 8

The OCUTE program involves outside experts as decision- makers.'
but count" upon potential participimts for input thi.ough needs as-
sessme t and for rankirtg of the activities prioritited. hi this manner.
potenti participants share responsibility for orientation of an in-
service program -and their feedback (through pre-tests and post-tests)
providesprovides the project planners with the information to revise the
braining program if this is deemad necessary.

The Illinois Problem Index -

The Illinois Problem Index (IPI) is a diverse model which, while
structured, offers flexibility according to client group needs and
constituency. with client groups ranging from State Department of
Education personnel to local site-school personnel. This needs as-
sessment process was developed by the illinoir Office of Education
to aid local school districts in Oentifying problems as they are per-
ceived by, various groups. evalufiting perceived problems in .the .

context of existing evidence. and assessing the degiee'ef importance
of. problems in terms of the time and resources which the decision-

*12.1
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makers are willing to allot to each. Thy process is described iti detail
in a users'emantial. ,

The seven stops 21the IN format are depicted in Figure 11. with
the timline from Mention la completion of the assessment phase
being appritimately two'ntonths. In this process threq survey in-
struments are administered involving 50 general categories
(grouped into 12 problem areas) which are matched with 20 specific-,

, . problem statementg. .

Step 1 .of the IPI process is organization of personnel to conduct
the .program. .including selection of the, committee. the coor-
dinator of activities. the faciljtator. a liaison for interested or

-

involved parties. Organizing the 1PI committee from a .troad cross
section of Participattsto serve as the main diecision-maki% body for
the process is 9-carefully considered activityin thir gap. Member-
ship may include parents. teachers, thlrninistrators. school .board,

. members. testkneaeurerhent/evatuation 6ersonnetpcal business
people. etc.. with the strategy for selection depending' upon the na-
ture' and goals of the needS assessment. For example.,if the insery ice ,

is for teachers at only one school, the committee may be represen-,.
tative Only of teachers at that particular school.

Conducting the first meeting of the IPI committee constitutes the
Second step. At this meeting the IPI director orients the membersto,

. the purposes and procedures of the 1PI process and introduces them'
to the assessment instruments: The members ihemselves decidethe
who." what." and "where's" of the process: They decide who are

to be the respondents to the three surveys and they may aisll be
responsible for the actions recommended based.upon the problems
identified through the process. The first meeting of the committee
'usually also the occasion for administration of the firs! instrument.
which lists 12 problem areas and 50 general problem categories.
Respondents are required tc rate problems and rank them im-
portance so that the data can be analyzed for presentation at the
second copmittee meeting.

The srcond meeting of the IP1 committee. which is step3..consists
of three activities: providing a summary of responses to Instrument I.
negotiating for consensus on high-priority general problem
categories, and administration of Instrument II. The total of Instru-

.
mint II consists of packages of instruments for each of the problem

122
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Figure 11
The IPI Process es Portrayed in the Users' Manual
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4
categories. Only those portions of the instrument peertaining to the
categories selected are used. TIvi purposes of this instrument are
(hreefold: (1) to indicate if statements reflect problems (yes. no. un-
deckled): (2) it yes. at what grade(s); and (3) to determine. what
evidence can be cited to support the existence of the problems. The
respondents to this questionnaire may or may not be the same as
those who responded to Instrument I. and the results generated by
this instrument are presented at the third meeting.

At the third meeting of the committee (step 4) the results derived
from the use of Instrument 11 and the validating evidence for these
results are discussed. The major goal of this review is restriction of
specific problems in each category to those given highest priority so
that problems are reduced to a workable number,. typically the top
30. Discussion revolves about validation of evidence for priority
problems. including decisions about whit evidence will be accepted
as valid. Evidence can range from test scdres to the IPI instruments
themselves. depending upon the types of problems. This discussion
should result in the setting of, decision rules for such evidence.

The fifth step. which is taken at the fourth committee meeting.
consists of validation of specific problems. selection of specific vali-
dated problems for further analysis. and the administration of In-
strument III. The instrument provides data regarding the extent to
which resources should be allocated in the solution of particular
problems. As with the two previous instruments, the IPI committee
may decide that groups other than themselves are better qualified to
provide the answers.

,

At the fifth committee meeting, step 6. three activities are in-
volved: (1) review of the data summarizing Instrument III: (2) negoti-
ation on preparation of a list of target problems. and (3) dissemina-

, tion of the results to the. community and target group(s). In evaluat-
ing the data provided by Instrument III. the committee must take
care not to overtax limited resources and thereby produce an ineffi-
cient. watered-down program. Cohesiveness and interrelatedness of
program elements should be considered so that an effective, efficient
program can be developed and 'presented for best effect to the target
group(s) and/or the community.
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Figure t2
The TEC Needs Assessment Model
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Needs Assessment Package

Two institutionsTeacher Education Projects. College of Educa-
tion Florida State University (TEP): and the Research. Evaluation.
Development. Experimentation (REDE) Center of the College of Edu-.'
cation at Western Michigan Universityboth use an approach to
inservice needs assessment which was initially developed by TEP to
facilitate the move toward Teacher Center inservice training pro-
grams. The Teacher Education Center (TEC) Needs Assessment
Package (Freedman. Huckaby. andlames. 1975) articulates this ap-
proach through a model and a set of related instruments and proce-
dures for the identification and delivery of inservice needs based on
the following assumptions:

I) The classroom teacher's opinion is a primary and respected
source of information related to need identification and
prioritization.

2) The relationship between teacher requests and delivery of
inservice must be direct and visible to the classroom teacher.

3) Inservice needs must be identified and addressed both at the
district and at the specific school levels.

-4) lnservice needs must be identified by the individuals and
groups within the school community which serve distinct
functions and represent divergent perspectives and knowl-
edge bases.

The Inservice Needs Assessment Model (Figur 1 12) is organized
into two implementation phases: an annual phase (Figure 13) in
which teachers of selected "target" schools derive needs sper.fic to
those schools, and a triennial phase (Figure 14) in which needs are
derived on a districi-wide basis by a variety of "source" groups
within the educatiouial community. Activities in both -phases are
conducted in the firs' year and every third year thereafter. with the
annual phase serving as the yearly update for the three-year cycle. In
both phases of mode implementation. the process consists of four
sequential componen (1) derivation of needs statements; (2) de-
velopment of a mast r list of inservice needs; (3) prioritization of
needs on the master I t; and (4) preparation of an inservice plan for
meeting inservice ne ds.
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During the initial and training phases of model implementation.
the process of deriving needs requires activities involving:

I) The instructional staff of selected (target) schools use a force
field analysis process entitled "Inservice Needs Assessment
Process" (INAP), school staff version, to identify concerns
and the forces which influence them.

2) The district administrative and supervisory personnel derive
needs through the administrator version of the INAP process.

3) Future directions of training needs and district priorities are
formulated by a committee using the Future Directions ver-
sion of the INAP.

4) Representatives of individual teachers derive needs using
the Generic Skills Inventory (Carey. 1975). -

...
Figure 13
The TEC Annual Phase Activity Chart

Step Initruments1Procedures Personnel

Al School Staff Inservice Needs Assessment Representative sample (25%)
derivation of Process (INAP) Module. of teacher populations in
needs School Version seleCted elemenlaiy. middle.

and high schools

A-2 Develnpment of Categorization systems used TEC staff
Master List in previous annual Master
of School. List development
Based Needs

A-3 Rating of Liken Scale Rating Instru Representative sample (24%)
Needs on ment attached to Master of county leacher popula-
SchoolRased List lion
Master List

A-4 Preparation of
Annual Report
to TEC

TEC staff and TEC. Advisory
Council
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5) instructional experts derive needs front the analysis of stan-
dardized test data.

Needs derived from these processes are compiled into a master list of
insery ice needs and are presented to samples of the same groups
originally consulted for prioritization using a Likert scale. Results of
the rating are weighted to insure that teachers' ratings have the
strongest influence on the final list of prioritized inservtce needs.

In 1975. this model and the related instruments were field tested.
with the resultant product being called the Teacher Center Needs
Assessment Package (NAP). NAP is a procedural guide containing
detailed instructions and the materials required to utilize the model.
High priority is given to teacher opinion. which is assessed both
through generation of and reaction to lists of needs. and to identifi-
Figure 13
(continued'

Schedule
Suggested .

time Approximate
Step of year lime required Display

A-1 Marche April 7-4 hours

.A-2 Nlart.hiApril 1 week

A-3 Within one
month of
completion
of step I-A

A4 Summer

2 hours teacher
time with 2-3
week period
between mailing
and return of
Likert Rating
(with reminders)

'I months

1) List of 10 needs identi-
fied by each participat-
ing school

2) List of top 5 needs for
each school

1) Master List of Inservice
Needs organized by cate-
gories

1) Likert Scale rating mean
for each need on Master List

21 irnweighted mean for each
item .

3) Equalized mean. which
equalizes group influence
of elementary. middle. and
high school teachers

11 TEC staff recommendations
to TEC Advisory Council for
inservice training priori-
ties. with supporting date
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Figure 14
The TEC Triennial Phase.Activity Chart

Step instruments/Procedures Personnel

Tla Administra-
lorosupervi .
sor person
mil deriva-
tion of needs

T-11, Future Direc
tions Com-
mittee deri-
vation.of
needs

Inservice Needs Assessment
Process. Adze in ist relive/ '.
Supervisory Version

Inservice Needs Assessment
Process. Future Directions
Version

T-1: Individual Generic Skills Inventory
teacher deri-
vation of needs

T-Id Instructional
expert Deri-
vation of
needs

T-2a Development
of Master
service Needs

tO

1) Matrix ASubject matter
identification

2) Matrix 8 Suhjecl Matter
deficiency

3) Critical Skills Identi
fication Form

,,

4) Critical Skills Priori-
tization Form

Lists of generic skills
categories utilized in CM

T-2bTEC Revision NIA
and Approval
of Master
List of Inset-
vice Needs/
Rating Weighti

T-3 Rating of Master List of Inservice
needs on Needs with Liken Scale
Master List Rating Form attached

Samples of school level and
county level administrative
personnel (approx. 5;%)

Samples of teachers. princi-
pets. district-level adminis-
trators, evaluation or in-*
structional design special-
ists. and College of Educe.
non faculty from FSU and
FAMU (approx. 10-15 people)

25% of teachers from Elemen-
tary. middle. and high ,

schools

1) Measurement/evaluation
expert

2) Instructional experts

TEC: staff

TEC Advisory CouncilITEC.
staff

Samples of populations
represented by source
groups

V
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Figure 14
IConlinued)

Schedule

Suggested
limo Approximate

Step of year time required Product

T-la November- ii hours actual
leeway meeting time

T.Ili November ti hours actual
January meeting time

T -k. November- Chour teacher
Wintry lime: 20 min.

actual testing
time

TId 1) Beginning 2 weeks
analysis.
October

2) Selection of
teaching
skill. Novem-
berJanuary

T-2a March

T-2b ,March

T-:i April
...

2 days

3 hours Advisory
Couneil time; one
week waiting per-
iod between mail-, out and meeting
time

"fop 20 needs identified by
ad rn in is tral lye supervisory
personnel -- .

.0. 4

Top 20needs identified from
a futuristic perspeclive

Top 20 generic skills identi-
fied In samples of individual
leachers

. Top 20 teaching skills related
to student skill deficiencies
identified through standardized
tesl data analysis

List of needs derived by each
source group organized by cate-
gory and presented in parallel
form

I) Finalized Master List
2) ,Selection of weighted value

to be placed on ratings of
each source group 6

Liken Scale rating unweighted.
weighted. and equali4ed mean
rating for each need oti\Masier
List
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catkin of needs specific to individual schools, Mtivities involved in
dorivatio'n of school-ppecific needs are designed to increase the visi-
bility to participating teachers of the relationship ktween needs
assessment and delivery of. related training or Mvices. As a
safeguard against a narrow perspective and a waste of valuable
skills. the model provides for collection and prioritization of needs
from a wide variety of sources. However, the system is organized to
allow maxiumum independence and flexibility among activities so
that a district can balance the need for maximum data collection
against the availability of resources.

The package was constructed when needs assessment was still
relatively new in educational literature on the assumption that the
responsibility for conducting assessments might be assigned to
those with little or liffexperience with the concepts and the language
involved. The simplicity. detail. and completeness of presentation
combine into a "cookbook" approach giving step-by-step-descrip-
tions of even the simplest procedures involved in assessment ac-
tivities. Care was taken to preclude the need for inexpeiieliced im-
plementors to design materials or develop processes. For each activ-

recommended in the model: the package contains the following
ems:

1) a statement of the purpose of the activity;
2) a list of required materials. including all instruments;
3) a detailed list of functions which must be performed before

implementation of the activity:
4} a detailed list of functions that must be performed during the

activity: ,

5) a description of the products expected of the activity:
6) copies of supplemental instructions for those who must im-

plement or analyze the results of the activity (such as
facilitators' guides and detailed instructions- to computer
programmers).

The TEC Needs Assessment Package represents implementation of
an approach to inservice needs assessment based on collaborative
decision-making of all individuals and groups with significant roles
in the school system, emphasizing teachers as the most important
sources for needs derivation and prioritization: All activities are.
geared not only to collect relevant needs assessment data, bui also to
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build support for and involvement in the resultant inservice pro-
gram. Failure to involve any individuals or groups necessary to im-
plementation of the inservice program can seriously impair program
effectiveness.

Other Models

Even though the three models for assessing needs which. have
been described represent diverse approaches. they are not all en-
compassing. A myriad of processes exist. some of which have
unique approaches. Eight other processes will be described briefly.
with emphasis upon the portions of them which are unique.

The Clinical Ihservice Model of the University of Houston Teacher
Corps Project incorporates a focus upon individual deeds of teachers0
which are dealt with through inservice on a one-to-one basis be-
tween a clinical instructor and a classroom .teacher. Staff'develop-
ment plans are developed through monitoring individual owls and
a variety of instruments are utilized in the process.

The Multiple Source Assessment Model (Education Development
Center, Jefferson County Public Schools. Kentucky) addresses both
organisational/programmatic needs of school districts and perceived
professional grOwth needs of individual staff, both teachers and ad-
ministrators. Needs are defined from a variety of sources through
surveys, objectives questionnaries...and a variety of other means.

The Concerns Based Adoption Model (University of Texas at Au-
stin) involves the conceptualization of the ways in which teachers
change as they become familiar and involved with innovations in
programs. processes. andior practices in their schools. Needs are
identified through interview, open-ended statement surveys, and a
questionnaire which relates to stages of concern regarding innova-
tion. so as to enable those responsible for inservice to select or pre-
scribe the types of support teachers require when they engage in a
change effort. One goal is to help teachers resolve lower concerns so
that they can move to higher levels of concern.

The State University of New York at Oneonta uses a six-phased
process aimed not only at involving elementary and secondary
school personnel in identifying their needs, but involving them as
well in identification of potential delivery syStems for meeting those
needs on a personalized basis. The six phases of. the process are:
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.
1) a creative or divergent phase to identify potential goals

which are then clarified and clustered;
2) a convergent phase which produces a rank order for the ends

identified 'in phase one;
3) a second divergent phase to identify possible means to ac-

complish the prioritized ends;
.,

4) a second convergent phase to assign values or weight per-
formance assessments to the means;

5) a methodology for plotting the relationship between ends
and means;

6) interpretation and evaluation of the results of phase five in'.
order to identify a systematic course of action,

The results of the six-phase process used for goal identification
and prioritization are then applied in seven phases of activities in
the needs .assessment process:

1) general; inservice questionnairefor input from various
groups and development of an advisory group representing
this variety;

2) inservice conferenceadvisory group:
3) second, questionnaire;
4) second conference;
5) implementation of inservice offereings;
6) evaluation:.
7) recycling to goals by way of a spiral loop.

The University of South Florida has developed two models. One of
them. which is utilized in a 14-county Teacher' Education Center
community. involves instrumentation, and a process of "localiiing"
the instrument results, techniques for weighing the data. develop-
ment of a programming format. data interpretation using a
computer -based system, reporting of the data, and implementation.
The second modela three-way collaborative effort of a university. a
public elementary school, and a communityinvolves identifica-
tion of areas of responsibility and development of components by
university personnel. formation of committees for each component.'
development of component objectives. an implementation plan for
each' objective. development of a format (mission statement) for each
objective, an outline of specific tasks for each objective, enabling

Planning mut Developing Programs
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.activities for each objective. and finally distrihulion of this informa-
lion for general feedback and implementation. .

/The St. Louis University Teacher Corps Project uses a model in-
volving formation of a teacher inservice committee consisting of
teachers representing each level within the school (i.e.. primary,
middle, upper. and special units). This committee is responsible for
designing and conducting neads assessment through meetings be-
tween individual committee members and each teacher in his or her
unit in which a list of areas of concern is established through a
questionnaire. This is combined with further input from community
members. university personnel. and students for review by a sqb-...
committee which develops a finalized list of concerns. An instill"-

. .
ment to measure. levels of concern for items in the final list is ad-
ministered to principals. teachers. aides, and community members.
The results are reviewed by.all interested-parties. goals for inservice
are established, and programs are designed to meet the goals.

Atlanta University Teacher Corps.utilizes a collaborative process
involving representatives from all areas affected by inservice to de-
velop skills to accommodate the educational needs of learners. The
process involves teachers in a wide range of data- collection ac-
tivities (interviews to observation) to insure continuous and
dynamic assessment of inservice needs.'

A task force concept for needs assessment was used by the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire and the Port'smouth Junior High School
Teacher Corps "Project.. By means of courses offered for graduate
credit. local school teachers designed and developed their own
needs assessment process. In this manner the locality developed its
own -experts" to produce a plan responsive to the specific charac-
teristics and constraintPof the school and the staff. .

Summary

The models discussed in this chapter reflect a variety of processes
currently used throughout the United States as initial steps in de-
veloping viable inservice programs reflecting teacher needs. All
begin with needs assessment. not in itself a panacea for inservice
programs. but essential to the systematic planning which leads to
the successful adoption of educational change.
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Further information about the needs assessment models discussed
in this chapter can be obtained from:

Atlanta I Iniversity. Barnett Joiner. 233 ChestnutStreet SW. Atlanta Georgia
30314 :41141688.7607. ti

Florida Slate University.iversity. John Hansen. 403 Education Building. Tallahassee.
Florida 323011: 9041644-4495.

Ilniversity of SoutleFlorida. )(dm Bullock, Collegeof Education. Room 308.
Tampa. Florida 33620; 1113/974-2100 X2113.

Iniversity of Houston. H. femme Freiberg. 450 Farish 11011. Houston. 'bom
77004; 713t7A93910. .

Illinois Office of Education. Larry Warner, 100 North First. Street.
Springfield, Illinois 112777: 217/782-4823.

Jefferson County Public Schools. lames I.. Stone. Jr.. 3819 Bardstown Road.
Louisville. Kentucky 40222;, 502/456-3159.

Western Michigan University. Harry fames. REDE Center. Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49008; 6161383-4088.

University of New Hampshire. Carlton Brown. Teacher Corps Project.
Portsmouth Public Schoo14. PKtsmouth. New Hampshire 03*,01; 603/
362-2312.

Stale University of New York at Oneonta. Robert Gabrys. Oneonta. New York
13820: 607/431-3412.

University offiklahoma. Tom Gallaher..College of Education. 820 Van Yleta
Oval..Room :121. Norrrilin. Oklahoma 73091: 405/325-4047.

St. Louis Univers4, Sara Kral,. Teacher Corps. SI. Louis. Missouri 6310:1:
:1141535-3300 X469.

University of Texas at Austin. Shirley Hord. EDA 3.114. Austin. Texas
78712; 5121471-3844.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Conducting a Workshop
for Program /Staff Improvement

Elizabeth Dillon-Peterson

The following plan of a one-day workshop for program, and staff.
improvement evolved from one designed to serve the needs of a
decentralized school district. Although the original was targeted for
the principals of a district's schools, it proved to be floxible enough
to adapt for use with a variety of groups. This workshop has been
conducted (although never twice in exactly the same manner) with
members of educational agencies, with teachers, with curriculum
consultants, with superintendents and other administrators, and has
even been adapted for college workshops in educational adminis-
tration. .

Participants in this workshop are provided with a skeleton plan to
use as they see fit. The hard core of take-home materials are the
"worksheets" numbered 1 through 7 in the pages that follow, Other
elements (identified by the letters A through G) are lecture guides,
discussion notes, and other material which may be developed for
either oral or written use. The agenda itself suggests workable time
slots for various activities which can be adapted to special needs and
special settings.

The purpose of the workshop is to enable participants to:
ideraify key components of an effective staff improvement

program;
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identify "free and inexpensive" resources available to all
school districts;

examine successful models fitting a variety of situations an.-I
people (individual staff members, teams or departments.
building -level groups. small and large school districts, con-
sortia):
plan for the human needs associated with successful staff im-
provement programming'.
develop a practical staff improvement plan' applicable to the
local situ_ ation.

As a model for others to use in conducting their own workshops,
the following guide should be adapted and modified_ freely. It is not
polished for any one level of use because it has been used in so many
ways that crystallization would have reduced its flexibility. Before it
is used for any major purpose. it should be tried with a small group
representative of the target audience to test group reactions so that
the program can be modified appropriately to meetaudience needs
and to accommodate the style of the presenter.

At any workshop participants appreciate take-home materials
which reinforce the learning experience. That is why certain materi-
als in the following pages are self-contained worksheets (numbered
1 through 7) which should be executed in writing at the time of
workshop attendanatto insure that at least some of the inspiration of
the moment is preserved. The blank worksheets themselves should
be copied for the use of participants in subsequent workshops.
Worksheets 6 and 7 overlap in that the first is for potential workshop
conductors and the second is for workshop participants involved in
formulating specific program plans.

Typical Workshop Agenda

9:00 Welcome, introductions. preview of the day's objectives
through a small group pretest (section A in the following
pages) presented through discussion or in writing.

9:15 Mini-lecture: What makes a staff improvement program
work? Definition (section 8 following).

Recognizing the need, accepting the challenge. fixing re-
sponsibility: providing for appropriate involvement of (1)
central office. (2) building-level staff. (3) team or depart-
ment. and (9) individual staff members.

13;
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Steps to success (section C following).
Assessing needs, setting objectives, selecting 'appropriate
activities, obtaining resources (people. time, money),
evaluating results.

Tips on managing details.
9:45 individual or small group diagnosis for the local situation:

determination of possible stafflprogram imprOvemeni objet..
tives through use of Worksheet 1,

10:00 Reports from groups. .

10:15 Break.
.

10:30 Mini-lecture: Models of staff improvement plans.
Building-level or small school districtteams, departments.

individuals (section D following).
Large school district (section E following).
School consortia (section F following). ,

11:00 Individual or small group identification of present or paten.
tial resources through use of Worksheet 2,

.,

11:30 Reports from groups. .

12:00 Lunch .
.

1:00 Action plan for stafflprogram improvement through use of
Worksheet 3.

2:00 Development of follow-up plan through use of Worksheet 4
by teams or.individuals. -

o2:45 Reflections on adult learning through use of Worksheet 5.
3:15 Mini-lecture: Keys to motivating staff.

Characteristics of the adult learner (section G following).
how to turn staff members on (and avoid turning them off!).
appropriate involvement.

3:45 Workshop evaluation through questions and ajiswers to po.
tential conductors participating (Worksheet 6. or planning
process evaluation (Worksheet 7) for those who will be par-
ticipating in planning workshops.

4:00 Adjournment.
N.

The workshop is begun by asking participants to define their per.
ceptions of staff development through the use of the following pre..
test. (Ask participants to answer all or select questions individually
or in small groups.)
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128 Planning and Developing Programs

A. PreTestTo Get Us Started

t. How would you define "staff development"?
2. Who is your district/building is responsible for staff develop-

ment? How was this decided?
3. Who in your building/team/district now plans for and carries out

staff development activities?
4. Who else could (should) be involved?
5. What are your current staff development emphases in the

building/district? How were they determined?
What is the usual method of delivery of staff development ser-
vices?

7. How is your current staff development program evaluated?

The "set" for the workshop is provided through en introductory
mini-lecture which includes the content of sections B and C follow-
ing.

B. Defining Staff Development

Skiff development is all those programs designed to improve the
competency of school personnel at all levels with the express intent
of improving the quality of learning for students. A comprehensive
staff development program operates on two levels:

1) Orientation: Participants are exposed to new ideas or content
on a level designed to expand their general understanding in their
own or related fields. Such programs encourage them to continue to
be active learners maintaining a lively. broad-based educational
interest and curiosity.

2) In-depth. long.:term: Participants are involved in long-term
(semester. full-year) periods of training designed to focus on learn-
ing of specific materials or techniques which are expected to result
in identifiable change in behavior on the part of the learner/staff
member. Often this training emphasizes new ways of working with
students. such as the inquiry teaching method which requires the
practice of new questioning techniques. Built -in practice and review
over time are essential to this level of change.

The comprehensive staff development program has three areas of
focus:

13.9
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I) Curriculum-related: Participants work with new Materials.
usually requiring different teaching strategies from those currently
being employed. or learn new teaching strategies which may be
applied to any curricular area. This area also includes study related
to hUman development and its implications for curriculum and
schools.

2) Orgoniza:ton-related: Participants engage in activities which
enable them to work confidently in situations which require differ-
ent kinds of interrelationships due to the introduction of organiza-
tional changes. An example of this would be skill training needed to
accompany a move into team teaching.

3) Personal development: Participants carry out activities de-
signed to meet their individual professional growth needs. For
example. participants learn about and practice skills designed to
enable them to establish and maintain positive interpersonal re-
lationships with students and colleagiies.

C. Steps for Establishing
a Successful Staff Development Program

Step 1: Exomine your priorities. How important is staff develop-
ment to you. personally? l-low committed are you to providing for it
in competition with other important time budget requirements?
How much support can you recruit for it from your central
ad m in istrationlbu ild ing staff?

Step 2: Decide who can provide leadership and assign responsi-
bility to hirnther. Consider the individuals with whom you work.
Who are the people with real power? Who has special interest in the
area of staff development? What needs to be done to recruit the
natural leaders to support staff development efforts? In your best
judgment. who can best provide leaderShip? Select your best candi-
date, give him or her the assignment.

Step 3: Decide who needs to be involved in the stoff development
planning. Remember that nobody does anything unless he or she has
decided to do it. This includes learning anything. Consequently. the
business of deciding is crucial, and one of the best ways to get
anyone to decide is to have him or her involved in the process of
decision-making. Ms important that anyone who will benvolved in
the activity be involved at some level of planning or decision-
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making. You may want to have a small group plan, take the plan to
the larger group for input or revision and suggestion as to how each
one of them might be involved, for example. The surest "kiss of
death" to a staff development program is for one individual or group
of individuals to decide what other people need and should do
particularly in view of the sometimes implied criticism which too
ken accompanies staff development efforts.
Step 4: Decide what needs to be done. Determine in some way

what kind. of staff improvement is needed and for what purpose. In
the absence of anything better. use the "think, shire. and decide"
system. Other sources of direction might be the PDK instrument. test
scores. community survey.

Step 5: Establish a staff development plan. Include a timeline and
individuals responsible. with a complete description of activities.
One of the frequent complaints teachers have about staff develop.
ment activities is that they are poorly planned, organized, or timed.
Little things like having a projector malfunction can destroy a cli-
mate.

Step 6: Identify resourceshuman and material. All school dis-
tricts have resourcesboth financial and humanwhich are not
being fully used. They can be identified by creative thinking about
possible capabilities related to needs.

Step 7: Decide what you will accept as evidence of success of the
staff development effort. It is not necessary to start with "80% of the
teachers will ... ,- but it is important to state what evidence you will
accept that the program has been successfUl. One way is to say. "I
will be satisfied with the results of the program if hap-
pens."

Step 8: Take into account the personal satisfaction needs of par-
ticipants. Staff development efforts are successful to the degree that
they speak to the personal needs of the staff members who partici-
pate. The needs may be lower level Maslowian needs such as com-
fort or they may be higher level needsneeds for self-confidence.
independence, achievement. competence. statue or recognition, ap-
preciation. deserved respect of one's fellows. Unless these needs are
planned for they may not be met. and to the degree that they are not
met. the staff development effort will fail.

Step 9: Decide what follow-up activities will bee part of or which
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will be used subsequent to the execution of the plan, and what next
steps should be taken. if any. Too often staff development efforts are
of the one-shot variety, or of very short duration. Change does not
often come quickly, but usually is a result of repeated exposure to
small increments, with practice or gestation time in between. Once
learned, a new technique or knowledge needs to be refreshed from
time to time and this "refreshing" needs to be built into the original
plan.

The preceding materials were preparatory to the administration of
Worksheet 1, the needs assessment sheet. To use this worksheet,
participants should determine first individually, and then with other
members of their work group, what emphases are suitable for their
staff/program improvement plan. The concerns should then be listed
by number in order of priority. Identification of grpup needs is fol-
lowed by a discussion in which groups report on their selection of
priorities, negotiating a common set of priorities if appropriate.

Another mini-lecture follows the initial needs assessment. the
emphasis of which is dependent upon the mix of the group of par-
ticipants. In sections D, E, and F following, model programs are
presented to represent different organizational arrangements
building level or small school district. large school district, and con-
sortium. Greatest detail is provided here for the building level pro-
gram in anticipation that this workshop will most often be replicated
at that level.

A Model Staff Improvement Program at Building
Level for Small School District
(Teams, Departments, Individuals)

Determining needs: State as clearly as.possible the greatest need(s)
you feel in your particular assignment/building/district. Focus on
improvement of the instructional program, not nitty-gritty manage-
ment unless this is necessary to support the specific instructional
program improvement. Example of need: Too many students are not
reading well.

Supportive data: Provide specific information which identifies a
need. Example: 25% of graduating students read below grade level.
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NNeeds Assessment ru

Determine suitable emphases first individually. then with other member of your work group. Number concerns in order of priority.

Priority
Most serious problems/challenges
in your particular assignment

Your reasons for believing
they are important

How can you verify your opinion?
What data should be collected?

fl
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Setting goals or objectives: State as clearly as possible exactly what
you hope to accomplish. Example: Cut by 50% the number of
graduating students reading below grade level.

Skillsikiiowledge needed: Identify skills/knowledge needed by
staff (who needs to know what to be able to do whatnew informa-
tion and/or skills). Example: All secondary teachers need to have
rudimentary skills in teaching of reading. ..

Develop an action plan: List activities in which you can help to
meet the need or accomplish the goal/objective. Examples:

..1) Hold three training sessions to enable all teachers to identify
those students who are reading below grade level.

2) Study the history of each student identified.
3) Select the most likely candidates for improvement.
4) Develop a remedial plan for each student chosen.
5) Organize four ta.:k forces of teachers of those students to

receive in-depth training in reading improvement tech-
niques, name a chairperson of each task force, and schedule
regular meetings of chairpersons to coordinate efforts.

6) Teachers of identified students will employ remediation
techniques and maintain records shoWing effects' of remedi-
ation.

Set time limits: Build a calendar which clearly states when each
activity will be completed and who will be responsible. Examples:

1) By end of SeptemberPrincipal, Remedial Reading Spe-
cialist, all teachers.

2) By end of OctoberPrincipal, Remedial Reading Specialist,
all teachers. ,.

3) By November 15Principal, Remedial Reading Teacher.
4) By Decernider 15Principal, Remedial Reading Teacher, all

teachers.
5) By January 15Principal. Task Force Chairpersons.

Define meeting schedules:
1) Task Force meetings in January, February, March, and April.
2) Full staff meetings (focused on reading problems)

Principal. Remedial Reading Specialist, Task Force Chair-
persons. .

Evaluation: State as clearly as possible how you will know
whether or not you have been successful. Try to rely on actual evi-
dence or observable change rather than opinion. Examples:

144
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1) All students reading below grade level will have been iden-
tified.

2) There will be a written analysis of each student's reading
history containing a tentative diagnosis of his or her prob-
lem.

3) Records kept on each student selected for the 1080181 project
will show that at least 50% of the students involved will be
reading at grade level.

4) Each teacher will provide a record of the identified students
in his or her class, a plan of remediation. and will keep a log
of remediation activities focused on the student's needs.

5) Each teacher involved will be able to:
a) identify students with reading problems:
b) design appropriate remedial strategies; and
c) carry those strategies out.

E. Model Staff improvement Program
for a Large School District

Needs assessment: As a result of a three-year cycle of evaluation
(first year. elementary: second year. junior high; third year, senior
high), a number of recommendations were made for improving the

,junior high program. Among these was that the district move toward
installation of a teacher-advisor system to PrOvide each student with
a particular adult with whom he or she can relate closely throughout
the junior high years.

Supportive data: Surveys indicated that many students did not
feel that there was one adult in their school to whom they could
come with problems. either personal or academic.

Objectives: All junior high buildings will develop plans. to (1)
provide each student with a teacher-advisor. (2) determine the func-
tion of such a teacher- advisor, and (3) collect data on the project to
determine further direction.

Skills/knowledge needed by staff: (1) Classroom teachers need
basic counseling skills and information about appropriate guidance
activities to be used with students. (2) Classroom teacheis need
familiarity with referral services for students with serious problems.
(3) Counselors need skills in working with their colleagues to assist
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them with their counseling activities. (4) All staff members need
many experiences in personal interaction to assist them in under-
standing themselves and others better.

Plan
Activity:
I. %Vorkshop prior lo opening of school

during which leachers work with coun-
selors in basic counseling techniques.
developing guidance activities. group-
ing of students, and practicing group
process skills.

2. Continuous staff development course
on leacheradvisor system whet* coon-
soling end interpersonal skills are ex-
panded and reinforced. practical prob.
Isms are identified and evolved.

Husponsible:
Principal
Counselor.
Teacher Committee.
Director of Staff
Development

Principal.
Director of
Staff Development.
Consultant from
University

Time Line:
August

Weekly.
first
semester

Evaluation: (1) 85% of the students and the parents 'indicated
satisfaction with the program. 80% of the teachers and counselors
indicated satisfaction. (2) 90% of the students indicated that they
had an adult to whom they could go with a problem in contrast with
70% before the installation of the teacher-advisor program. (3)
Teachers expressed concern about the amount of time involved now
and counselors felt some discomfort with the indefiniteness of their
role.

F. Model Staff Improvement Program
for a Consortium

Needs assessment: Representatives (usually superintendents)
from each of seven school districts in geographic proximity met to
identify topics which could profitably be addressed as a group. They
concurred that there would be value in providing an opportunity for
certain of their staff members to visit, observe. and critique
exemplary programs in each district for purposes of communication
and mutual support.

Objective: To identify outstanding programs within the consor-
tium group, and to provide opportunities for visitation and

. tfollow:up assiStanc*hs needed.
Skilisiknowiedge needed by staff (1) Staff members in "visited"

schools needed to be able to describe their program goals clearly and
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respond to question... (2) "Visitors" needed to haVe advance infor-
mation and be knowledgeahle about what to look for and how to ask
questions inoffensively. (3) Visitors needed to be able to develop a
feedback report in a form which could actually facilitate change in
the local district if changes seemed advisable as a result of the visi-
tation.

Plan
Activity:
1. Pre-visit seminar in all locul districts

to set the stage for the visitors. whether
from the perspective of the visiting
or visited district.

2. "Caravan West" organized for three
days to the three westernmost school
districts.

3. Post-visit seminar for all local dis-
tricts to determine usefulness of the
visit. make recommendations for re-
maining "Caravans." and determine
local application. if any.

Responsible:
Local officials.
consortium
coordinator

Local districts
being visited.
officials from
visiting districts.
consortium coordinator
Local district
officials.
consortium coordinator

Time-Line:
September

Mid-October

October 20

Evaluation: (1) Each participant was able to identify and give basic
characteristics of at. least two programs observed in the other dis-
tricts which were different from those in the local district, and to
give.strengths and weaknesses of each as determined by hig or her
judgment with supporting data. (2) Staff members visited reported
some trepidation at first. but found visitors very supportive and
found the experience rewarding. They reported that they understood
their own programs better for having presented them to their visiting
colleagues. (3) Visitors identified a number of practices which they
would like to modify or incorporate directly into their programs.
They expressed' the opinion that they would look more carefully at
their own activities as a result of having observed.

At this point in the program. when needs have.been assessed and
models have been reviewed, participants identify potential re-
sources through the completion of Worksheet 2. After groups have
reported on the needs they have identified on the worksheet and the
lunch break permits further discusSion of this and other issues raised
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Worksheet 2
Identificsiton of Resources

Persons nuwittilable Area of expertise Additional needed Potential sources

Conine' Administration:

Principals:

Teachers:

Others: '

IN

Things now available (money,
facilities. equipment. supplies) Additional needed Potential sources

Time now available Additional .needed Potential time
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Slut Dovelopnant1Prograns Improvement Aclion Plan

--t
-

Needs assessment .

"Why" has this need
hems identified?

-or

a

Goals /objectives
"What" will be accomplished?

Skids needed
Ely "whom"?

Statentent of Need # I
..,....,

To

Supportive data for Need *1:
's.

Statetnera of Need #2 To

Supportive elate for Need #2

,
1

Statement of Need #3 To

0

Supportive data for, Need *3: 11J



Deso!ription of activities
"What-. will ha done?'

Schedule of activities
"When" will they be held;

Le
.

adership
"Who" will be responsible?

Evaluationl-"/ law" will you
know It was successful?

1. Deltas) Evidence expected:

2

:1.

1. Motels) Pvidence expected:

2.
r

. Date(s) Evidence expeoted:

2

1 Datels) Evidence expected:

2.

't

1. Datets) Evidence expected:

2

Date(sl Evidence expected:

z.
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in the c:ourse of the morning's workshop, participants are r ady as
small groups to tackle Worksheet 3. Consisting of two par . this
worksheet balances specific areas of assessed need against activities
designed to correct deficiencies. After group execution of the third
worksheet, individual or team re. sponsibilty for follow-through is
pinpointed in Worksheet 4_

Having been exposed to theories of staff and program mprove-
ment in the day's mini-lectures and having formalized needs and
projected programs through the use of worksheets, participants must
he reminded that too often. when they are back at home, personal
interaction is forgotten, and it is hard to follow through. Worksheet
5 is intended to provide individual psychological'commitment to
the day's activities by associating them with personal experiences of
motivation and interaction. Discussion with other groups as this
workshop is completed provides the opportunity to move positively
toward the achievement of established goals.

The concludin mini-lecture reinforces the psychological aspects
of the prececii:.g activities by addressing the topic of motivating
other staff members. This lecture should draw heavily upon the
anecdotal experiences of the speaker and invite the recounting of
similar experiences by. participants. It reminds participants of the
need to take truisms about aging and the process of adult learning
into account in involving adults in the change process.

G. Characteristics of Adult Learners (Mini-Lecture)

As we plan for staff improvement, we are planning learning expe-
riences for adults. primarily. Some of the characteristics of adult
learning which may have relevance to improving processes or in-
stituting new ones are: .

Learnings come primarily as a result of satisfaction and re-
ward. A crucial point is that the learner must see the experi-
ence as helping him or her reach a goal which has personal
me\lning.
Adult learning. if it is to be effective, must be based on the
tremendous resources of experience which any adult has. A
good 'awning activity includes recognition of this vast reser-
voir of 4:orr-epts, attitudes, experiences. and knowledge. It
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will deliberately provide for transfer of learning between this
fund of stored knowledge and skills to the new situation.
The stability of adult value systems may make change and
acceptance of new points of view more difficult.
The extensive variety of experience which an adult brings
with him may make it more difficult for the adult to see new
concepts and ideas without distortion.

Worksheel 4
FollowUp 1

t. What is your responsibility in currying out this plan?

. ?

2. What iteVrwill you take to sae that thisfproiect is carried out? (Be specific!)

a. flow will you determine the next steps lobe taken following the completibn of this
action plan?

\

1

1

i
t

I\
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Adults have an increasing need to be self-directed. Con-
sequently. voluntary self-improvement activities are more apt
to be successful than those which are mandatory.
Learning 1'14 adults is more successful if it is problem centered
and action[oriented with immediate application possible.
Adults learn better in a climate which is informal. respectful,
and where 'there is mutual planning. mutual goal-setting, and
mutual evaluation with considerable emphasis on self -
diagnosis.
Staff development for adults is better received if it provides
options for reaching learning objectives. Three which seem to
work are:
1) highly structured, specific. instructor-led;
2) somewhat structured, more independent work (example:

learning center):
3) independent work. with resources available.

Conclusion

The importance of evaluation to the process of staff or program
improvement is stressed by the final two worksheets. One, Work-
sheet 6, provides the conductor of a workshop with the means of
assessing its relevance to the needs of persons who will model their
own workshops on the one which they have just attended. Work-
sheet 7 is for participants at workshops in which specific program
plans were formulated..,
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Worksheet 5
Thinking About Learning

I. Give an example of something you learned recently. A

N

.

2. What motivated you to learn it?

3. Descrihe a less-than-successful learning experience you have had recently. What
would have made it a more positive experience?

4. Think about the most successful staff improvement program you have ever been
part of. List all the adjectives you can which describe it in any way.

5- What "people" things should we .pay attention to as we plan for staff improve.
ment?

h. Discuss with your group the implication your answers have for planning staff
improvement activities. Write five rules beginning either "Do" or **Don't."
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Worksheet 8
Workshop Evaluation
(To be completed by participants who attend the workshop loader session.)

Please indicate the degree to which you felt the workshop goals were achieved:

1. Identification of key components of an
effective stall improvement program:

2. Identification of "free and inexpen-
sive" resoutces available to all
school districts:

3. Examination of successful models fit-
ting a variety of situations:

4. Planning for the human needs associa-
ted with successful staff development:

S. Development of a practical staff im-
provement plan applicable to the
local situation:

Reasonably Not
Very well well achieved

What will you be able to use from this workshop"

What else would have been helpful'

What could or should be left out or changed?

Comments'
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Worksheet 7
Planning Process Evaluation
(To be cumpleled by those actually involved in the at home" planning sessluns.)

In order to help us assess the effectiveness of our planning process. please answer
the folluwing questions. either individually or in. small groups:
I. Whet were the advantages and disadvantages of the manner in which you iden-

tified prugrarnhitaff improvement needs?

What recommendations would you make for improving the process?

2. In what ways was the process of developing a plan for program/staff improvement
helpful to you?

What problems did you encounter in working through the process?'

How would you suggest that this process be improved?

3.. How can continued participation and follow- Through to the planning be facilitated
and insured?

Who (from the central office. building administration. state departmont of educa-
tion. intermediate service agency. institution of higher education, etc.) should or
could be involved in monitoring and/or evaluating the protect as it proceeds?

4.'What additional help do you need to carryout the plan developed or to complete
the planning process? :
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